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, ,_ , l,O INTRoDUCTio_
_J

The captive-active phase of the Approach a_d Landing TeSt PrOgram conS£Sted of
three mated carrier aircraft/Orbiter flights with an active manned Orbiter.-

•' The objectives of this series of flights _ere to (1) verify the . eparat£on
profile, (_) verify the integrated structure, aerodynamicS, and flight coutrol
system, (3) Verify Orbiter integrated system operations, and (4) refine and

" finalize carrier aircraft, O_biter crew, and ground procedures in preparation
for free flight tests. This report Contains a summary description of the

- flights; an assessment of flight test requirements accomplished; an assessment
of the performance of the Orbiter and the Orbiter/crew interface; a discussion

o£ ground operations; and discussions o£ significant fllght anomalies.
>

The general configuration of the mated carrier aircraft/Orblter 101 iS shown

in appendix A. Orbiter i01 is configured aS closely as practical to the hard_

ware and soft_are to be used in the approach and landing phase of orbital
,. : _ flightS. HOwever, there are a number of differences between Orbiter i01 and

: : Orbiter 102, the vehicle to be used for orbital flight test. Appendix A also

lists features of O_blter i01 that-are unique for the Ap_p_L_achand Landing
i Test Program.

MeteorOlogical data and Vehicle mass properties are given in appendixes B and
•- C, respectively.

,. Greenwich mean time (G.m.t.) is used in this report and elapsed £11ght time i_
referenced to carrier aircraft brake release prior to takeoff (T = 0). Unless
otherwise noted, carrier aircraft altimeter altitudes have been corrected to *

"_ true altltudesas determined from C-band radar tracking data (refs. i, 2 and

3) and are referenced to mean sea level (MSL). The origin or the runway 17L

coordinate system is approximately 2220 feet MSL. Velocities are reported in
knots eqUlvalent air speed (KEAS). All flights were conducted at Edwards Air
Force Base, Callfornla.

9

,

!
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The first flight, designated captlVe-aCtlve flight IA, was cow,Jutted o_ June 18p

1977. The flight had been scheduled for J_ne 17 but was rescheduled because of

a malfunctioning onboard computer during preflight checkS. The Orbiter was

manned by. Fred W. Haise, Jr., Commande_, and Charles G. Fullerton, Pilot. The

carrier aircraft crew Was FitZhugh L. Fulton, Jr., Captain| Thomas C. McMurtry,

- _ Copilot; Victor W. Horton and Louis E. Guidry, Fllght Engineers. i

, Takeoff _as £rom runway 22 with carrier aircraft brake release at 15:05. A

• single circuit of a generally oval I0- by 60-nauticai mile ground track pattern
was flown at a maximum altitude of 15 630 feet. A flight control System direct

" mode check was performed about 12 minutes after takeoff with application of

_ _ . Orbiter control, surface pulses from the rotational hand controller and the rud-

. i der pedals. A flutter test was performed at 19 minutes elapsed time at a ve-i locity of approximately 180 k_o_s. This test involVed three control surface

i inputs_ with a lO-second period between eac_ input. Four minutes later, the

Orbiter _peed brakeswere deployed to 60, 80 and 100 percent with a pause be-

i: tween each setting for rudder deflection tests and flight assessment.

Thirty minutes into the flight, auxiliary power unit 1 was activated aS pl_l_n_d.

' The unit operated no_mally throughout the remainder of the flight.

A cOntrol stick steering stability and polarity _heck was initiated at 38 min-

"_ _ uteS elapsed time. This test included control surface inputs fro_ the rota- "
tlonal h_nd controller and r_dder pedals while operating in the pitch, roll,

and yaw control stick steering modes. The flight was terminated about 10 min-
utes after completion of the test with touchdown at 16:02. The major events,

ground track and altitude profile for captlve-a_tlve flight IA are shown in

i. figure 2-1.

i

i

i

i
i

i i

i
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- 2.2 SECOND FLIGHT

The second flight, designated captlve-actlv_ flight I, was _onducted on June 28,
1§7i. The Orbiter was manned by Joe H. Engle, Commander, and Richard H. Truly, .i
Pilot. The carrier aircraft crew was Fitzhugh L. Fulton, Jr., Captain; Thomas !!
C. McMurtry, Copilot; Louis E. Guldry and gi11Ie, R. Youngb Fllght Engineers. i

Takeoff was from runway 22 With brake release at 14:50. A flutter test was

performed beginning about 3 minutes after takeoff at an airspeed of about 230

knotS, first with Orbiter control surface moVements, then with carrier aircraft

control surface movements. The Orbiter speed brakes were then deployed to the i
60, 80 and 100 percent positions with a pause between each setting for rudder
deflection tests a_d flight _seSsment. I

!

• Approximately 18 minutes into the £1ight, auxiliary power unit i was activated

as planned There was an increase in therate of fuel usage for the unit about

_m minutes after activation, It was determined postflight that failure of the

auxiliary power unit i fuel pump bellows seal had caused eXtensive hydrazine
leakage.

Upon reaching an altitude of approximately 22 980 feet and a speed of 270 knots,
a hlgh-speed flutter test was performed. This sequence was followed by a speed

_ brake buffet test conducted between 23 020 and i8 6_0 feet at a speed of 270

i i knots These tests were performed in the same sequence as the tests at 230.. •

i knots except that the speed brake settings were reduced to lO-percent in_e _
ments from 60 to 100 percent deflection because of nearly saturated instru-

mentatlon. These tests were completed about 34 minutes into the £ilght and
the carrier aircraft climbed back to 24 190 feet in p_eparatiOn for a separa-

tion data run. Pushover occurred at about 43 minuteS. The following condi-

tlons were established: 270 knots alrspeedj Shuttle carrier aircraft spoilers

deployed, and engines at idle. During the run, the Orbiter elevons were de-

flected 1.5 ° in both directions f_om the trim setting and the ailerons were

_: deflected 1°. The data run was termlnsted by "abort separation" at 17 650
_ feet. The carrier aircraft then regained an altitude of 20 450 feet for an

! autoland fly-through test. PuShover for this test occurred about 54 minutes

:=_ ! into the flight with the vehicle in a 9-degree glide slope and flying at a

_" Speed of about 225 knots. Upon compl_tion of this test_ the vehicle landed on

ii runway 22 after a total fllght time of 63 minutes. The major events, ground

_ track and altitude profile for captive-actlve flight I a_e shown in figure 2-2.

! t

: i!
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The thlrd £118ht, degign_ted captive-active filght 3, wan conducted on July 26p
• 1977. The Orbiter Was manned by F_ed W. Hatse, Jr., Commander, and Charles G.

Fullerton, P£iOto The carrie[ aircraft was manned by Fltzhugh L. Fulton, Jr.,
Captain| Thomas C. HcMurtry, CoptiOt; and Victor W. Herren and Vincent A.
Alvarez, F11ght Ehglneers.

Takeoff was from runway 22 with brake reZease at i4:47. Auxiliary power unit l
was activated, as planned, about 16 minutes after takeoff. Four minutes after
activation, the caution and warning system indicated an over-temperature condi- ' _"
tlon of the exhaust gas duct and the Orbiter crew immediately shut down the
unit. An Orbiter flight control system _heck was performed beginning 26 mln-

• uteS into the flight. This check was followed by a TACANlong-range test about
2 minutes later. Speclal-rated thrust Was inltiated upon reaching an altitude

' of 27 950 feet. AS the vehicle reached a maximum altitude of 30 250 feetD a
state vector update and a pre-separatton check Were made. Pushover was initia-
ted approx_tely 48 minutes lute the flight. The practice separatlon run was iI
normal and "abort separation" was called abo_t 1 minute afcer pushover at or.
altitude o£ 25 620 feet. The free-flight approach and landing profile then was

simulated by configuring the carrier aircraft with landing gear down. The

right and left air data probes were stowed and redeployed just prior t_ 'i,_-_Jng.

The landlng was on runway 22. During rollout, at approxlmate1:;?4 _ro _, the
Orbiter landlng gear were deployed as planned. Total fllght _._ _as 60 c_%n-

utes. A load test was performed prior to auxiliary power unit deac_tivation
about 7 minutes after landing. The major events, ground track and altitude pzo- _ /

file for captive-active flight 3 are shown in figure 2-3.

\

t
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Ill _ 3.0 0_ITER PE_FOP_NC_ASSESSMENT
3_L S_a'JCTU_ES....

3.1.1 AerOsurface Actuator Dynamics

During the takeoff roll for the first flight, _hat apperared to be light buffet
occurred in the 12- to 24-hertz _ange o_ both inboard ele_o_s. The buffet in-

! creased with dynamic pressure, remaining throughout the flight at about + 0.4 g,
-i_ maximum, and. then subSlded during landing rollOut. During pOstfllght ope--ra-

i_i t ions, with auxiliary power u_its 1 and 3 at o_erating presSure and unit 2 on i
_ Standby, there was no evidence of this effect. However, with units i and 2

i_ at operating pressure and unit 3 o_ standby, some sustained oscillatiOnS were
" noted on both inboard elevons. The right inboard elevon cycled at abottt 1.2 g

! for approximately 11 seconds, subsided for several seconds, and again cycled
v,_i for about 7 seconds, The left inboard elevo_-exhihited similar-behavior at a

_i_ , level of about + 0.7 g. ii:,

_ Elevon oscillations in the i_- to 24-hertz region were noted Several times dur-

!i ing the second flight; all were within structural limits. Acceleration spikes

l:- of up to 3.0 g and 4.5 g, zero to peak, were noted on the inboard and outboard
_ elevons, respectively. In general, more activity _as noted at the _30-knot

i_ test point than had been noted at the 180-knot test point on the first flight.

_,_ However, the oscillations diminished in going from 230 to 270 knots, it is
_ not apparent from the data whether th_s effect is due to aerosurface actuator

i!i instabillty or to light b,ffet. .

No dedicated structural tests were conducted on the third flight. All dynamic

ii_i response_ were as expected and no 16-hertz elevon reSponSes were _oted. 4

3.1.2 Fiutte_ Tests

There _ere no sustained vibrations during the 2_0- or the 270-knot flutter tests.

Dynamic response of the O_biter to both the Orbiter aIid the carrier aircraft

_ control raps was highly damped and is considered satisfactory.

li! 3.1.3 Buffet Tests

On the _irst flight, very light lateral buffet of the vertical fin started dur-

I Ing takeoff roll and Increased with dynamic pressure to about + 0.2 g, _eak,

!I - at 3.8 _ert* and + 2.0 g at 30 hertz prior to the speed brake test. No sig-
nificant longitudi--fialmotion of the Vertical fin due _o buffet wa_ noted. Open-

i ing the speed brakes to 100 percent changed the fin l_teral response levels tO
about + 0.25 g at 3.8 hertz and + 3.0 8 at 30 hertz. Again, the longitudlnal

i_! " motion--was negligible. No change _aS noted in the fin dynamic response due to _

_ rudder deflection to 5 °. Vertical stabili_er buffet response is considered to ,,_be insignificant at 180 knots.

•u

_ I /'
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The following ap_oximate max_nuut responses _n the frequency range of structural _ _ _
interest (4 to 8 hertz) were noted at th_ vertical fin tip during the speed brake " !
tests on the second flight. These values are well Within structural limlts, il

Speed brake !i
Velocity, knots setting, percent X _xiS, g Y axis, g i__

230 60 0._ 1.2 ii _-
- i00 0.3 1.8 _I

270 60 O. 6 1.2 i

100 O.6 2.0 .
w

3.I.A- Structural Loads ,_

v

Control surface hinge moments and structural stra/= levels all appeared to be

low, as was expected, for the first flight.

Analyses using strain data from the second flight to caiculate wing bending
moment, shears and torsion indicate good correlation with predicted values.

Fuselage strains compa=e well with predicted values.
_

3.2 MECHANICAL SYSTemS

Operation o£ the mechanical systems was satisfactory for all three flights. I

On the third flight, the air data probe_ were cycled in flight, going from the | !
deployed position tO the Stowed position and back to the deployed position.

- The Orbiter landing gear were extended following carrier aircraft touchdown.

Due to the infllght shutdown of auxiliary power unit i, gear actuation was ac-
compllshed using the backup systems, i.e., p_rotechnics for the nose gear and

hydraulic systems 2 and 3 to initiate deployment of the main gear. Operation

of the landing gear was _atisfactory; however, postflight inspection revealed

!- that the spring bungee used to aSSist nose wheel door opening under adverse

air loads failed to function. This anomaly is discussed in paragraph 6.8.

3.3 POWER

! ' 3.3.1 Auxiliary Power Units
!

..... The Inflight performance of the auxiliary power units was normal for the three

:_ flights except for the following.

i_ ! About 30 to 45 minutes after auxiliary power unit shutdown foilowing the second
flight, the pump inlet pressure of unit i decayed to 34 psi, indicating fuel

:i i, (hydtazine) leakage. This indicatioh was supported by an increased rate of

i unit I fuel usage about 25 minutes after activation. Postflight inspection re-

! veaied that there had been excessive leakage from the auxiliary power unit 1 I
li fuel cavity drain. This anomaly is discussed in paz._3raph 6.4.

3-2
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;i !ii !, On the third flight, about 4 minutes after scare-up, a faulty transducer pro- ' t,_
",_ _u_ed a false indication of auxiliary power unit 1 exhaus_ gas OVer-temperature.

The cre_ responded to this alarm-by shutti'ng dowr_ au_ilia_y power unit 1. The I_
!.i flight continued normally us_g auxilla_y power units 2 and 3_ Postfllght in- II

_,,_ spectlOn showed that auxiliary power. Unit i had leaked about 22 cc of f_el dut-

-_. ing Infllght operation_ A ground hot-flre test resulted in only 8 cc of leak-
:,.... age in 30 minutes. This Was w_Lhir_-limits and no corrective action was required.

_.:, During postfllgh_ data anslysls, erratic vib_acion data _ere observed from four
--_,: accelerometers associated with auxiliary power unit I. This cOndition was de-

i: - retrainedto be an instrumentation problem. (See par. 3.5.2.) i

I!i_ FolloWing the first flight, ground personnel reported seeing a flame in the
: . exhaus_ plume from auxiliary power units 1 and/or 2.after landing. Inspection

. of the exhaust impingement _rea (flg_ 3-1) revealed only mlno_ effects. After

the vehicle turned off the runway following the Second fllght, ground personnel

again observed flame in the eXhaUst plume of a_Lliary power units 1 and/or 2.

-i:/- " Limitations for opera, ins the auxiliary power units preflight and postflight

_i,'° were established for the chlrd flight; however, nO flame was observed during

ground operations °

The approximate rue._.usage, flight operating tlme and cumulatlve operating

times for the auxiliary power units are shown in the fOlloWing table.

i • i

Serial Fuel usage, Flight run Cumulative run
Un/t Number lb tlme, rain tlme, hr ':i

. First Fllght !iI

1 106 77 35 8.2 _i

_, 2 109 211 86 6.0 "',

ii:, 3 103 226 83 8.7

:'" Second Flight

1 106 1_5 50 9.1

2 109 183 80 7.3

3 103 203 80 10.0

" Third Flight





i

The hydraulics sybsystem performed satisfactorily. Temperatures, pressures
and quantities we_e_rith_-_he prescribed l_ts _ rJ_e-followtng exceptions.

On the first flight, the system 1 _ater boiler vent t_perature decreased to
: _ 79 ° F and then increased when steam was produced. On the second flight, the

temperature indications went no lower than 79 ° F and began to increase when
auxiliary power unit 1 was turned on. The temperature should have remained

between lT0 ° and 250 ° F. This problem is discussed in paragraph 6.1_
/I

On the third flight, as on previous flights, the pressu_ization o£ hydraulic
" system 3 was initiated with a reservoir preSSure of 12 p_ta as compared to

"_ reservoir pressure levels of 50 to 100 psi for systems 1 and 2. Pressurization

proceeded normally wheD the auxiliary power unit was turned on. Postflight,
i_ _! * the reservoir pressure dropped to ambient p_essure within 30 seconds whereas,

IZ

_ after the 10-mlnute hot-flre On July 18, the decay took 12 hours. The condl-

_ tlon was caused by a manual Valve that was left open following preflight prep-

i _ii aratiOn.entationofA cau_iontheValve.n°tehas been added to the p_oeedure to verify proper ori-

i _ 3.3.3 Fuel Cells

_ iii The fuel Cell Subsystem performance was normal for all flights. The average
b_ Orbiter power requlr_nent was in the 14 to 15 kilowatt range Which was about

iS _' _ _ i0 percent less than predlcted_ TOtal fuel cell current averaged approximately i
_: io 480 amperes rather than the predicted 550 amperes. The higher current levels

! were anticipated because of an expected power requirement to suppl_, heater

_' : power for the auxillary pOwer unit cold case, whlch did not _ccur. ,_

_ _! 3.3.4 High Pressure. Gas Storage S_stem _

__'. ! The high pressure gas storage system operated normally and pressures remained
within llmlts. On the second flight, secondary system hydrogen Was used got

;: 28 minutes prior to flight to Conserve prlmary system reactants in an attempt _
to try and conduct the following flight without reservlclng_ however, reser-

vleing was performed because Of the time available as a result of the change-

i: o.t of two auxiliary p_er units prior to the third flight. The following i\
table gives the reactants usage for _he three fllghts. The actual reactants _

;_ , usage was less than planned because of the lower-than-predlcted_electrical .. ii
" i_i power requirement. !I

'I

•

i! "
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't ExpeCted First flight, SeCond _iight, Thit'd flight ' _ tReactL,_: ' _ +j
usase, lb lb lb Ib +

Oxygen Ii

Primary 36.7 29.1 26.0 27.6 _!

Sedondary 0 0 0 0 _'i

i!L
Hydrogen Ii

Prtnmry 4.6 3.9 2.8 3.7 __

Secondary 0 0 O. 3 0 ii i!

3.4 PYROTECHNIC_ " i_

No pyrotechnics were operated on the first _wo fllght_, as planned. On the !!
third fllghtj the shutdOwn of aurillary power unit 1 necessitated the use of °

the pyrotechnic emergency uplock release circuitry to deploy the nose landing i

_+ gear. System operation was verified by successful nose landln_ gear deployment. ! _i_

3.5 AVIONICS i

3.5.1 Electrical PoWer Distribution and Control i
L_

I.
All ,.lec_rical power distribution and control hardware operated normally, i

3.5.2 In_tromentati6fi 1 *_ I
i i

Both the ope_atlonal and development flight instrumentation systems performed i +';t

well. The following discrepancies were noted, i iFirst flight : 1

a. Two X-axls a_eleration measurements for auxiliary power units 1 and ! _'i_
2 exhibited larger-than-estimated vibration levels. The range for i

these two measurements was changed f_om 60 g to 100 g, peak-to-peak. ,!

b. Data review revealed that the pitch rate measurement for the aerody- _
namic coefficient instrumentation package (ACIP) was inoperable. The
measurement is not required until the free flight phase. The package
(government-furnished eqo_pment) has been replaced and no failure
analysis is planned.

>++ c. The initial portion Of the preflight frequency-dlVisiO_ multiplexing
automatic callbration sequence was distorted since the automatic gain

control response of the record amplifier in the wldeband recorder had

not stabilized. The crew had Operated the AUTO cAL swltch immediately |-
after energlzing the tape reCOrder. The drew checklist was changed
for subsequent fllghts to requlre a 10-second delay between recorder
turn-on and the AUTO CAL command.



': I d. A _-s ec ond -d_,_a t ion o ccur_ed i]_1 pulse on some of the vibration channels
_ each time the Orbiter VHF transmitters were keyed on or off. II

Second flight:

a. The rlght-hand outboard ele_on acCelerometer measurement ,failed during
flight. The decision was made to conduct flight 3 and subsequent .I

' flights. _tLthoUt corrective action since the flutter and buffet test- _".I

- ing had been completed, i _

b. The left-hand outboard elevon primary delta pressUr_ messurement WaS !

intermittent during flight. The decision was made to conduct flight

: _ 3 Wlthout corrective action aml troubleshoot the system after the
_ flight test. This anomaly is discussed further in paragraph 6.7.

• ! _ c. Interference on wldeband measurement channels due to keying of the
- _ Orbiter VHF transmitters was again experienced

i Third flight :
!

:, a. An aft fuselage slde_all strain gage went off-scale. The cause was

i found to be a failed amplifier. The amplifier was replaced.

I b. The ammonia evaporatoD discharge temperature measurement failed. The

_ cause was found to be a defective splice• T_he splice was repaired.

I c. Four accelerometers associated with auxiliary power onit 1 provld_d
! _rratlc vibration data. Loose con_ectors were found on two of the

• trlaxlal accelerometers (x and y axes) mounted betWeon auxiliary power

units 1 and 2. The connectors were tightened _d secured. Corrective
i actions taken for the other two (blaxlal accelerometers mounted on

_ auxiliary power u_it I) consisted of replacing the transducer, charge i

i amplifler, and coaxial cable (x-axls) and installing a new lead (y-axls).

_ d. An auxiliary power unit 1 exhaust gas temperature measurement failed.

' I This anomaly is discussed in paragraph 6.9.

• li 3.5.3 Communlcations and Trackln_

l During the first flight, several error messages involving the TACAN and micro-

Wave landing systems were di_played to the crew. These erro_ messages resulted
from _edundancy management limits being exceeded with a_.l eXisting only over

_: short time Feriods. The messages were encountered during unfavorable Vehicle

i * attitudes during takeoff and inflight maneuvers. The error messages were all

il cleared and normal system Operation Was experienced thereafter_
fi

i,I flight except for lack of balance between the interCOm and UI_ audio levels _ |and two redundancy management microwave l_xnding system alarms that occurred l_i

Ii during the autoland fly-through. The audio system was rebalauced by reducing
ii the carrier air_raft U_F gain and lowering the Orbiter receiver levels by in- :_.

li '_]!_ ternal adjustment. The two redundancy _hagement alarmS for the microwave :

1
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landing system were du_ to system 3 azimuth data exceeding redundancy nt_nage- _ ,
i ment limits. Special microwave landing system sequences were define_ for the - ; I '!

captive-active flight 3 autoland fly-through phase. Crew procedures were de- il
veloped to decune or deselect the microwave landing systems should the error _i

messages reoccur on-free flights, i

o The communicati6n and tracking syetem expe_ienced the following p_oblems during

i : the thtrd flight: ;i

i, :iii
_ a. As on the previous flight, the t_F aud%o level was low and the carrier i

ii UH? hardli_e level continued to be too high. However, some improvement t

was noted. The levels were further readjusted and verified with the
i crews in preparation for free flight_ I

_ b. There was an intermittent condition of low volume on the Pilot's in-

_il . tercom. This condition cleared itself prior to takeoff and was sat- ,
isfactory throughout the flight. Although the problem could not be

L!II_ d_plicated postfllght, the government-furnished-equipment audio panel
i _! was replaced and the system reveri£ied.

!_:_ _ c. Three TACAN bearing error messages were generated by the redundancy
_ management software. The first message was caused by flying through

i}':_ I the Edwards cone of confusion and/or flying away from the _tation such
i_i:i_''' ii that Shieldin E of the antenna occurred. The second message was caused

i_ by an intermittent condition in string-3 hardware (switches, multi-

_.i,. plexer/demultiplexe_, data boseS, etc.) Or having two units tuned to

Having non-co-channel units would cause an error message. The third i

; message _as caused by flying due south of the Palmdale station. Dif- ii!
ferenclng bearing data which fluctuates around 0° and 360 ° would cause

: an error message if the condition existed for 12 seconds.

CorrectiVe action tO be taken for free flight iS in two partS. First, a eta- _'_
tion schedule for flight will prevent flying through a station cone of confu-

sion, flying away from a Station, and flyln 8 due South of a Station. Second, _i!
the crew will procedurally select all three TACAN'S for redundancy _anagemefit

. in flight. They will select only one unit prior tO separation using the other
_ t_o for dace acquisition only.
i

3.5.4 Data Processin_ System Hardware

i::_ All data prodessing system hardware performed satisfactorily except that com-

_: purer 3 stopped executln 8 during the countdown for the attempted first flight I
i on June 17. Computer 3 was vo_ed out of the redundant set o_ computers approx- :,

Imately 2 hours after sdcceesfully going into the flight operations Sequence.

_ i! AnewcempuCerwas installedin thevehlcle for the fllghcon June 18.

i_ i!_ The failed unit performed normally during subsequent bench testing. Th_ central

_[I proceSslng unit and input/output processor Were returned to the vendor for lu-

Ll spectlon, cleaning, and further testing (thermal cycling and vibration) b_t the
I1!! problem was never duplicated. (This iS discussed further in par. 6.6.) The

units subsequently passed acceptance tests and Were returned to Palmdale as _

_I Orbiter I01 spares.
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_ 3.5,5 _l£sht Controi. STstem.......
_w

, The flight control system performed normally and the p_r_e£1Agh_ and inflAght

_i checks were accomplished as planned.

i_ Dur%ng the £nflight tests accomplished on the first flight_ the Orbiter flight
cOntrOl system demonstrated stable response under all conditions. The control

ii sti_k steering stability and poiarity checks were satisfactory. The amplitude
i! of the flight Control syste_co_and signals fo_ard of the position limits
_, were in agreement with expected outputs and the pola_it_ o_-cha s_rface move-

ments wece consistent with the 747 maneuver inputS.

,_ t Accelerometer data Obtained during the first flight revealed oscillatory motion

• ii of elevon trailing edges of approx_nately 16 hertz. However, analysis of the
wideband eleVon actuator data shows no significant oscillatory motion. Thus,

_i the motion sensed is due to the structural bending of the wing and controlli '
_ surfaces and/or mechanical free-play.

!,_ The crew expressed some concern about elevon drift when in the control stick
il steering flight control mode. Detailed data re_iew Was performed to ascertain

when the drift occurred and to understand the _ause of the drift. This review

!i! disclosed that elevon surface drifting in control Stick steering was _vident
ii durlng p_e-takeoff open-limit testing and Is expected. When in preseparatlon

and _he control stick steering mode, the elevons hold at the de-trlmvalue

ii established prior to entering _he control stick Steering mode. Drifting Of
_ the surfaces in the control stick Stee_ing mode with separation in effect is
li
_,! ( _ unique to ground testingand will not occur in f_ee flight when Vehicle dyna_-
li .... its are closed through the rate gyro sensors.

I '3.5.6 G_Idan_e_ Navi_atlon and Control Hardware

_ During prelfight checks on June 17, inertlal measurement unit 1 failed to re-
_! spond to the computer-lssued operate command. This anomaly h_d been experienced

!! previously for thls "positiOn." A procedure to recycle the operat_ co_nand had
i! been SuCCessful at bringing the _nlt up on previous occurrences; however, this

!i procedure was tried twice with no response. The unit Was placed in sta_'y and
! th_ _ecision was made tO fly on June 18 wlth only units 2 and 3. The unit was _

i_ removed from Orbiter I01 prior to the second flight and was shipped to the
i! Avionics DeVelopment Laboratory Where the failure was confirmed. This anomaly _,

• is discUsSed further in paragraph 6.5. i

All equipment in the guidance, navigation a_d control system performed well

du_Ing the captlve-actlve flights. System performance during the autoland fl_-

. through on the second flight Was Very close co predicted. The pitch guldance
_ommand at pushover began close to the predicted positive _alue, and Swept

thr6_gh the linear range of operation and saturated at the correct negative

value (mlnu_ 1.0 g) as the c_rrier alrcraft flew through the guidance reference

ii trajectory. The roll guldance co_and at push_Ve_ began close to the predicted II
I negative value and swept through zero to the correct positive iimit of 90 ° as !I |_

the carrier aircraft crossed the cen_erltne Of t_e runway. The flight data 1

I have been analyzed and these guldanc_ c_mauds have been f6Und to be consistent "

i_'_ i
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ii with the navigated state and sm_ot_ after microwav_ landinB system acqui_ition. (i _:

: Dur£nS the crew debriefingj both crewmen commented that the attitude director _£nd_ator fleedles were steady and free of jumps O_ osc_llations dU_ing the fly-
li through.

" A built-in-test-equipment (BITE) fail indication was _bserved on inertial meas-
,- enttmit 2 on the second flight. Subsequent analysis has determined that

. _s BITE indication was due to a difference in pr_orities allocated to t_o of

the software modules during frothed checkout and a miscompare resulted. During
flight, both modules are a_i_ned the same priority and a miscOmpare wiil not
result, although it is possible for the BIT_ indication to be carri_ over from

the ground program to the flight program._ Correct_e action is not required
• for the Approach and Landing Test Prograr. This Situation will be corrected

for Orbiter 102.

During the third flight, the air data p_obes were stowed arid redeployed with '
no problen_.

3.5.7 D_splays and ContrOls

Displays and controls P_rf_rmanc__was_nominal_wi__the following _eptionS.

Fi_st flight:

During preflight Checks of the Pilot's speed brake hand controller, no c_mma_ds

,i were observed in the backup flight Control system. The Commander'S controller [ ioperated properly. Data review and circuit analysis revealed that the speed
_" brak, command measurement actually represents the speed brake position feedback

until the backup fllght control system is engaged with the hydraulic system ac-

tuated, at which time the measurement represents the command position. Since

: the backup flight control system was not enEaged, the measurement was properly
indicating the position og the spe_ brake. The operation of the Speed brake

command measurement is consistent with the software coding in general-purpose
.,_ computer 5.

Second flight:

± a. The attitude director indicator failed d_rlng the final approach turn
before landlng. Subsequent testing in the 0rhlt_r verified the fail-

' u#e. The indicator was reputed and the faiied unic was returned to

the vendor wh_re detailed troubleshooting was performed. This problem
_- is discussed /urther in paragraph 6.3.

• b. The redundancy management alert message "HSITRANS SW _" (horizontal

_Ituatlon indlcator transition switch - Efght) was exhibited on the

: _.'ot's diSPlaY. In_estigatiOn revealed that ther_ are other panel
_wiu._a in the Orbiter that cO_d give similar redundancy management
alert messages and t_a_ t_e software lacks filterlng f_r signal recog- |

l_ nitton of swttchtn 8 transiti6nS_ i.e., there ate no fail cou_ters to
limit momentary alerts. This condition fs understood, considered a

i nuisance factor, an_ corrective action is not required for the Approach

t

i
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!] and Lending Test I_Ogram. If these alert messages are displayed on i

f

future approach a_d landing flights, they can be removed from the diS- "

piny by inserting "message reset" _th the keyboard. ;.

Third Flight:

a. The crew reported "glitches" on both horizontal situation indicators
; during taxi. The heading card and bea_ing needles _ere reported to

-.i_ Jump by 30 ° or 40° but wOuld then return to normal. Review of data
i! indicated the transients were unrelated. The heading card glitches e
i_ are the result of a software singularity problem and a first-order

hold smoothing technique. The bearing needle $1itches were the result

of bad TACANdata caused by temporary loss of lock conditions. Tran-
_ sientS can be expected if the signal is on the verge of losing lock

or when good data is reacquired after a loss of lock. The heading
• card problem has been corrected in the Orbital Flight Test software. .

b. The altitude rate meter was reported to be erratic by as much as _ 20
it/set whenever the air data select switch was not in the computer

,_ position. This is a known problem. The pressure data from the left
or right air data probe, which is used to compute altitude rate, is

_ inherently noisy. A program decision was made earlier to take no cor-

i. rectlve action for the Approach and Landing Test Program. A different
_ algorithm is being used for the Orbital Flight Test Program which
I_, should minimize the noise.

3.5.8 Flight Software

_i Flight software performance was nominal with the following exceptions.
i On the first flight, the central processing unit utilization varied from 75 to _

_: 93 percent and one occurrence of greater than 95 percent (a 1-see average) was
observed. This caused a message tO be displayed to the crew for information.
Several computer functions were being performed simultaneously. The occurrence
of this message was anticipated and actionwas initiated tO delete this message
from the free flight software programs.

Duriflgp_efllght opetatlo_s for the third flight, a GPC RMmiscompare (computer il_ '
: redun4ancy management voter miscompare) Occurred while in operation sequence i. ',

Each computer compares the command output words from each of the other computers
and any miscompares are annuncla _d. This was a single _ccurrence and no fur-
ther problems were noted. A second probl_n occurred during flight. At
15:28:30, all computers in the prime set indicated _£ve attempts to take the ii

_: square root of a negative number. These were routine return errors that oc-
curred at approximately the sa_e time that the TACANdata were noisy due to
loss of lock. The computer attempts to display horizontal situation indicator :_

i: data and will do so as long as a valid channel is selected. It is possible !i
that noisy data will cause the computer to attempt to tare the square root of ,_;
a negative number, resulting in an error message, A possible corrective action i |i_ •

being considered for Orbital Flight Test iS to verify that data are valid in
addition tO having a valid channel selected. This would eliminate the error ,_

![ conditions. :i

! 3-il
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3.6 ENVIRONmenTAL CONTROL AND LIFE SUPPORT SUBSYSTEH ].

Co_p_rlson-o_ data From the flrst flight with the math model p_edlctlo_s indl-
_o c_es a low, r-than-expected cabin, avionics, and total heat load. This was

attributed, in part, to a lower-than-predlcted electrical power load in the
Orbite_, The average total heat load was approximately 65 000 Btu/hr. The
lower heat load also resulted in a lo_er-than-predicted _nonia Consumable

usage of approximately 120 ib/hr, average, i

The performance of the subsystem was normal _ith the following exceptions.

. First flight:

a. The freOn cOOlant pump 1 inlet pressure transducer was inoperative

throughout the fllght, iii

b. BecauSe of a ground closeout erroR, a ground-support-equlpment seal
was not removed, preventing the cabin vent valve from functioning.
The crew actuated the ram air valve to vent the cabin during ascent
and again to repressuri_e the cabin during descent. The maximum dlf-
ferentlal negative cabin pressure during descent was 0.42 1b/in2 which
was well below the maximum allowable differential negative differential
pressure of 2.0 1b/inz.

SecOnd flight: :i

a. During ammonia Syst_ B startup at 13:29, the primary controller un- i
derShot the heat sink outlet temperature control band, Which created i!
an automatic primary control system Shutdown. The secondary co trol-
ler a_tomatically activated and returned the freon _oolant loop tem-
perature to the requlred temperature within 67 seconds. The c_ew
subsequently recongigured the system to use the primary controller
and no addltiOnal problems occurred.

b. Postfllght evalutation of the data obtained during the separation data !i
run, autOland flythrough, and at landlng indicates that a short-term i
transient condition caused ammonia flow to the an_onla boiler to be
abnormal. A 2° to 6° F temperature rise in both freon control loops _
resulted duri_ these periods, although no efgect on interfacing sys-
tems was observed. Full temperature recovery occuTred within approx-

Imately 10 Seconds _ollowing the incident. This phenomenon is being
investigated to determine the cause.

c. Both freon coolant loop pump inlet pressures were erratic durin_ the
flight. The green coolant loop 1 pump inlet pressure transducer which
had been inoperative during the first flight retUrned to normal prior
to takeoff and remaln_d accurate for much of the fllght. The freOn
coolant loop 2 pump inlet pressure became erratic durlng takeoff but

ti returned to normal fo_ the remainder of the flight. |
' a,

 ll
/
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The reduced data for the envlrofa_ental control and llfe support subsystem eom-

_ - pared favorably wLth predicted results in all but one areal The heat rejected
to the freon coolant lOOp by the fuel cell heac exchanger was only approximately

50 percent of that expected at the measured _uel cell power. Analysis has been
initiated to determine the reason for this discrepancy.

3.7 AERODYNAMICS

The primary separation parameters analyzed for the second flight were relative
normal load factor and Orbiter pitch acceleration. For the Orbiter elevon de-

flection setting of 0 e and the initialization load for free flight i separation,
the results were as follows.

Relative normal Pitch acceleration,

*" load factor, g deg/sec 2
4

Preflight prediction 0.93 1.3

Postflight data analysis 0.84 3.9

These values are within the acceptable limits as shown in figure 3-2.

:i Elevon ef£_ctiveness was required from this flight to determine the elevon de-

flection setting for free flight 3, aft Orbiter Center of gravity. Settings

i of 0, plus 1.5 and minus 1.5 degrees were commanded. The ma_ed Orbiter aero- "

: _ dynamics are shown in figure 3-3. The slope of the curve pitching moment co-

efficient versus elevon deflection indicates that the elevon effectiveness

agrees with prefllght predi_tlons. Also to be noted in figure 5-3 is the shift
between preflight predictions and test data. This shlf_ amounts to an elevon

deflection of approximately _Inus 1.0 degree (i.e., indicated elevon deflec-
tion = 0° but actual elevon deflection = minus i"). A bias as large as minus

0.7 ° exists based on factory checkout. Coupled with elevon warpage found dur-

ing inert flight measurements, the bias could easily amount to minus 1°. The
elevon bias effect on Orbiter relative normal load factor and pitch accelera-

tion is apparen_'in figure 3-4.

The mated carrleE aerodynamic data, figure 3,-5, has the same elevon deflection

bias, though it is not as obvlous. Lift coefficient and drag coefficient for
the carrier aircraft are not affected by the Orbiter elevon setting. The car-

rier aircraft pitching moment coefficient would be shifted by minus 0.014 for
minus 1° Orbiter elevon biaS. This difference added to the preflight predic-

tions would bring it into good agreement with the fllght data.

The apparent non-llnearity of the carrier pitching moment with Orbiter elevon
i_: deflection is due to the Pilot's trimming the mated vehicle.

No change will be made to the planned separation elevon setting for free fllght

_ 1 since the biased elevon gives acceptable separation conditions.

'.i: '_ The final analysis will consider thermal effects on the load cell measurements;

_i' however, based on past experience, the data will be negligibly affected.

i: l 3-13 u
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The retJults Of the separation profile for the third £1ight are in agreement _ I!
r,

with those frOm the seeond flight (0 ° elevon setting). The relative normal _" iload _actor was approximately 0.9 g and the Orbiter pitch acceleration was ap-

proximately 4 deg/seC 2. Based on carrier aircraft altimeter data, the alti- il
rude at pltchover was 28 660 feet _SL (30 250 feet MSL based on C-band ra_.ar Ii
data) and at launch ready it _as 24 900 feet MSL (25 620 feet MSL ba_ed on !i

C-band rada_ data). The airspeed at launch ready was 271 knots and the pitch !i
att_ttUde was m/nuS 5° !

i

Ba_ed on results f_rom _aptlve-actlve flights, the separation conditions planned i

- for free flight 1 are acceptable, i

3.8 GOVERNMENT-FURNISHED EQUIPMENT 1

• The crew-related government-furnlshed equipment performed satisfactorily except
that the film in cabin data acquisition camera 1 broke during the first flight

after only 75 feet of the available 400 feet had been exposed. The apparent
cause of the failure was the "softness" of the black-and-whlte film coating
which resulted in debri_ build-up in critical clearance areas of the film

transporter spiral ramp and subsequent binding of the film. The camera was
loaded with color film for the second flight. Color film b.a_ a harder coating

than black-and-whlte film and the debris build-up in critical clearance areas --
: of the film transporter ramp did not occur. For the third flight, black and

white film was again used because the prelnstallation acceptance testing pro-

cedures had been changed and better resolution could be obtained.

-)

!:
li

I
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Figure 4-i.- Flight crews.

Left to right: ThomasC. McMurte/, carrieraircraft Copilots all flights; Victor W.
Horton, carrieraircraft Flight Engineer,first andthird flightS;FitzhughL.

t!I Fulton, Jr., carrieraircraftCaptain,all flights; JoeH. Engle, Orb=terCommander,

secondflight; R=chardH. Truly, OrbiterPilot, secondflight; ChaHesG. Fullerton,
Orblter Pilot, first and third flights; and Fred W. Haise, Jr., OrbiterCommander,
first and third flights. Missingfromphotograph:Louis E. Guidry,carrieraircraft

.. Flight Engineer,first andsecondflights;William R. Young,carrieraircraft Flight t
Ii Engineer,secu..dflight;andVincentA. Alvarez, carrieraircraftFlight Engineer,
I=_ th=rdflight•

,tI! !
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4.0 P LO,' ili

The following are the Orbiter crew reports of the three manned captive-active

flights. Crewmembers for the Orbiter and carrier aircraft are sho_u in figure I!

4-i. The details presented are a composite of eXtractions from infllght notes, Ii
data cards, and onboard VoiCe tapes. The preflight, flight, and postf_ight

events are described chronologically With general comments and recommendations !i

at the end,. Underlined titles (e.g., _CS _0D_ SWITCH CHECK) refer to blocks ii
of procedures contained in the integrated £iight checkllst. AcrOnyms and ab- i
breViations that are used fo_ integrated flight checklist tltles, cathode ray
tube displays, and switch positions are defined at the end Of this section. _i

Altitudes are carrier aircraft altlmeter altitudes above grotmd level, ii

° 4.1 FIRST FLIGHT

4.1.1 Crew Ingress to Backout From Mate/Demate Device

Both crewmen departed trailer 5 for the vehicle at 12:50, although the contrac-

tor test conductor advised that the closeout crew was ready to support only the

COnznander'S ingress. The Commander proceeded immediately to the upper crew

compartment and accomplished normal ingress procedures including establishing
elf-to-ground communications with the NASA test conductor and the Houston mis-

sion control center. The alternate Pilot, who had accomplished the preflight
switch list, remained in the right seat to support data processing subsystem

reconflguratlon after operational sequence 2 transition, which somewhat delayed

ingress for the Pilot. However, the PilOt's ingress was completed 1 hour and4

J_ 35 mlnuteS prior to scheduled takeoff, allowing adequate time to support all
checklist acti_itles. (See reColnendation I.)

Two minor test-checkout procedure discrepancies Were noted. At ingreSS, DISP

221, NAV-TARGET UPDATE, was called on the left hand cathode ray tube display

(CRT i). Thi_ £ormat must be Called as SPEC 221 in order for data to be up-

dated. It was not clear why this display was required at all during this

period o£ time. The second discrepancy Was that the integrated checklist called
for verification of FUEL CELL HPG MAMF ISOL/CRSFD VLF_ (FOUR) - OPEN, (tb - gray)

which was never called by the contractor test conductor.

At crew ingress, the vehicle configuration was nominal with the exceptions of

inertial measurement unit 1 galled (ref. par. 6.5), a piece of green (nominal !_
range) tape missing from the FUEL CELL STACK COOLANT TEMP meter, and the pre-

vlously noted static SPEC 221 on CRT 1.
i;

The cabin temperature seemed a llttle On the warm side, possibly due to added c _-
workload getting strapped into the ejeCtiOn Seat. It seemed to cool down after

... hatch closure. :,

_ AMMONIA SYSTEM ACTIVATION and HPGS SWITCHOVER were nominal aS well as CSE POLL
_. TERMINATE. The MID DEC_ FLOODS circuit breakers were pulled at contractor test

_ conductor's direction after the closeOut crew had completed their duties. _ |

4-i
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The BENCHMARKU_DATE, _0hich was to have been performed 1 hour _nd 10 minutes i! _ !
prior to scheduled takeoff, was delayed 17 minutes° It appeared that the state - -_
vector had deteriorated significantly since the previous update prior to crew
ingress. Read_ngs w_t_ the ATR DATA SELECT switch in CMPTR_Zere veloClCy 8

and altitude full-scale high (165 n_ mi.).

In the period Just prior to backout from the mate/demate device, a ground tech-
nician that was st_tioned by the nose boom Co assu_e clearance of the angle-of-

_ attack vane by the mate/demate device structure was observed to Cover his nose
with a handkerchief--shortLy before the tattlers-aircraft crew reported Smelling _"
alnonta.

4.1.2 Backout From Mate/Demate DeviCe To Takeoff

:_ AS the mated vehicles were pushed away from the mate/demate device structure,
::ii_.... the sense of height above the ground inc_eased. This was enhanced by the clear
:, View of passing buildlngs, trailers, v_hlcles, and perSOnnel. VehiCle motiOn
=:: was relatively smooth under tractor tow. There _as a very _mall later_l motio_

_ and a barely pe_cept_J_le"square tire" effect-noticed on-the car_le_ alrcraft.

In the process of backing out and turni_ to proceed up the taxi_ay, several
TACAN RM alarms ware encountered. The first was a TAOAN 2 RM noted 53 minutes
prior to scheduled takeoff with a "_" by azimoth and aucbmatic dese!ection.

_, After following the malfunction procedure tO a ConClusion block Indlcating a
transient, it was reselected 6 minute.g later, This was followed by a TACAN1

_i!!'I RM, azimuth, and automatic deselectlon 40 minutes prior to takeoff.
It_t!

_L Shortly theTeafter, there was a TACAN RM message with no "_'s" nor deselections i! i,
' (dilemma case). To prevent further false alarms, the redundancy management " ....

status was left alone. On the latter alarms, a phenomenon _as noted on SPEC
201 chat is pertinent co the problem. Rather than the TACAN antenna that was

_ being blanked as a result of vehicle _eomet_y simply commfaulting, it _uld ,.
_. momentarily provide an erroneous and large delta azimuth read, us. This would
_ remain long enoch to latch RM and then change to '_4's.'i After a subsequent
;! locku_, the d_ta would all compare again. (See recommendation 2.)

i The COMMCHECK, performed _5 minutes prior to _cheduled takeoff, was acceptable

for all modes. The missiOn control Center call through the carrier aircraft re- _ '
ceiver on the 279.0 MHz freq.uenc.y was clea_ but not loud compared tO very-lOud-
and-clear reception o_ the Orbiter receivers. _,

_Ii_ Vibration from the carrier aircraft engine start was detected, Vehicle motion
:. while taxiing under carrier aircraft power increased both l_terally and in the
if normal axis with a noticeable "square tire" effect. The taxiway appeared ab-
I;,,. normally narrow fr_ the Orbiter vantage point.

- ),. From onboard, the FCS MODE SWITCH C_ECK and the TRIM AND .PLTFCS COMMAND CHECKS
were nominal. The Pilot's speed brake check was repeated per request £rom the
mission control center. (See par. 3.5.7,) The Onboard readouts of speed

I,- brake controller transducers and speed b_ake takeover switch Contacts appeared |
normal.

il ti ,, i
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_ _ ' EjectiOn Seat pins Were removed easily and StOwed in. the crew's flight suit _ti
q.,,+ pockets +

TACAN 1 was reselected 16 mt_utes p_ior t0 scheduled takeoff and no further re-

dundancy management alarms occurred. A. si_ole reselect was accomplAshed instead
Of the iong 1-2-3 deselect fOllOwed by 1-2-3-2-1 reselect, sO, possibly, the

i redundancy management logic was not reinitis/ized.

The AMMONIA SYSTEM _ ACT, OPEN FCS LIMITS, ADC ACTIVATION, _pU/H_O 2 and 3ACT,
- P_T_H, TEIH, and MAJOR MODE CHANG_ _ere nominal per the checklist. The UPDATE J

ALTIMETER SETTINGS had been a¢complished earl£e_ than indicated in the
list, immediately after Edwards to_er passed it to the carrier aircraft. The
backup altimeter Was much steadie_ than the one in the Orbiter aeroflig_t sim-

• ulator, which incessantly bounczs plus and minus-2_-feet. 1

The elevons did not noticeably Jump when hy_raulic pressure came up, and they 'iii
were trimmed to zero by the completion of the auxiliary power unit 3 startup

sequence. ' 'i

JuSt prior to the FCS CSS MODE CHECK, a master alarm, an AIR DATA RM 2 mesSage,

a Tt (total temperature) "4" indication, and automatic deselectlon were en-
countered. Air data transducer assembly 2 total temperature on SPEC 301 was

23° versus 34° C on the left probe. (See reconnnendatlon _.)

Several oscillatlons, about 1 secOnd in duration, Were felt after the pitch

CSS MODE CHECK raps. The same effect at a lower ampllt_de was felt with _he

I lateral raps and nothln_ Was detected with the rudder _putS. i

Another ATR DATA RM message follo_ed the CSS MoDE CHECK, th_s one for a_r data

transducer assembly 4, and also for total temperature Outside redundancy man-

agement tracking limits. It was also automatically dese!ected. (See recommen-
dation 2. ) •

The surface "rachetln_" felt during the Commap_er's PREFLIGHT ¥GS CHECK was

llke _hat experienced during ground tests in the b-,tgar at Edwards or in the

mate/demate device. The "rumbllng" effect was not detected. FoUr PCS SAT-

URATIO_ C&W alarms were incurred due to control inputs as well as the elevons
;

drifting down to their lower limitSo The drift rate was slow and always in

an elevon-down direction. (See par. 3.5.5). _ i

I_ checking the string-4 feedbacks on SPEC 321, all compared exactly with the
except4on of the speed brake which was 5.1 versus 4.9 Or 5.0 on the other
strlngs.

JuSt before the MAJOR MODE CHANGE a master alarm With an MLS RM message and
automatic deselection occurred. The mode change _ executed normally. The
elevens Were manually positioned close tO zero prior tO mOdlng from OPS-205 i

ba_k to 0PS-201 to prevent a large surface transient. Subsequently, another

master alarm with an MLS RM message and no "+" symbol (dilemma case) occurred. |

fi (See i'ecommendat:ion 2.)

' iil
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A B,EN'CHM£RKt_DATE for active runway 22 Was executed a_d _ep0rted to the mis- •
siOn control center. The cartier aircraft cr_w also reported Chat they had
tskeoff clearance and requested clearance to tarsi from mission control. There
was some confusion about the reason for a delayed response from Housto_ at this
point. A subSequent ,-all was made to advise of the benchmark completion fear-
tng that the previous transmission had beefl missed. The Pilot delayed the
F.LIGHTCONTROL..LIMITt,_ECK at this point to avoid interrupting the expected

call £rOm Houston co 1:he carrier aircraft. (See recommendation 3. )

_ The FLIGHT CONTROL LI_IT CHECK was nominal when executed about 4 minutes prior
tO Scheduled takeoff. Houston requested reseleCtiOn of air data transducer as- i

semblies 2 a_d 4 at about the same time. Inltial attempts by the Commander on ii
ITEM 41 a_d 43 _ere unsuccessf_l resulting in ILLEGAL E_TRY SYNTAX _ro_ mes-

ii Ii
_ Sages. Subsequently, it was noted that SPEC 301 had been Called _s a display

• rather than a specialist funCtiOn. The requested procedure still was unsuccess- !I
ful on the properly called SPEC 301 because the total temperature was still be-
yond the redundancy nmnaEement tracking limits. The net result was that each
reselection Was followed shortly by an automatic deselection. (See recommen- ii
dation 2.)

Jost prior to takeoff, the FAULT PAGE was recorded before executing DISP 051
_ , PRO. The IIStln8 Included 12 messages:

AIR DATA RM
AIR DATA RM
PCS SATURATION

FCS SATURATION |
PcsSAT TZO i!

_, FC$ _ATURATION :!
AIR DATA RM
BD¥ FLP VLV RM
BDY FLP VLV RM

_i TACAN RM
_ i TACANRM

TACANRM

4.1o 3 Takeoff

Takeoff roll was commenced at 15:06. The acceleration see_ed surprisingly slower
tha_ expected, and the illusion of slow speed became more apparent going down
the runway. The motion w_s increased with velocity, parti,-ularly in the degree
of lateral forces felt. Du_in 8 the roll, a reading with the AIR DATA switch in
CMPTR indicated 60 knots a_d minus 790 feet altitude. The rotation was made at

_ 140 k_ots On the Commander's left p_obe readout to a_ initial pitch angle (0)
of 17 ° on the attitude director indicator. It qualitatively looked like 70

-_ knots out the window at t_is point. The angle slowly increased to 20° which
placed the lower Window frame on the horizon.

4-4
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" 4.1.4 FltghC Phase
_P

The carrier aircraft post-takeoff confXguration changes (gear and flaps) were
+, not noticed in the OrbXter.

A background low frequency roar was noted shortly after takeoff. The roar re-
mained at the same relative intensity until landing, it was attribu_ed to aero-

,_ dynamics but had no particular directional reference. At this,point, the master
volume and intercom controls were increased from the 12 o'clock to the 3 o'clock

i

i positions tO accommodate the increased crew cabin noise level. The auxiliary i
poWer unit _dline, which could be heard on the ground, was masked by the aero-

i_ dynamic airframe noise.

..... . - " The CABIN VENT and W'_DEBAND RECORDER checklist items were accomplished on time.

The mission COntrOl center reported no cabin pressure decay and requested use

, i of the RAM AIR switch. The CABLN VENT MnA circuit breaker on instrument panel :
'_ " L4 was verified closed and upon query of the mission control center the CABIN

i VENT s_itch was placed to CLOSE. A very noticeable "whoosh" of air followed

- _ by a throaty roar accompanied placlng the RAM AIR switch to OPEN. There didnot appear to be a great deal of air motion around the crew cabin. As a re-

! sult of the cabin pressure problem, the FCS DIRECT MODE TEST Was delayed for
i about 6 minutes to 12 minutes after takeoff. The test was nominal. With _o

rudder, a reading of 1° _ (sldesllp) was noted. The carrier aircraft crew re-

poEted that the ball was about 1/8 out of center on the needle-ball instrument.

.,!, BeCause of communications interference problems and a misunderstanding relatlve ,.i ,.
_:. ( tO the reseleCtiOn Of TACANs, the NAVIGATION FILTER TACAN and BAR0 TO AUTO check-

list steps Were slightly delayed. Approaching the eastern end of the racetrack,
the communications interference increased. The initial Suspicion onboard was

o that the Intercom was receiving bleed-through from the TACAN receivers since a

Morse code identifier was detected. Then unlntelligible voice Was heard. The ' "

Pilot coordinated wlth the mission control center to alternately turn off U_ _ i

Channels 1 and 2 but there was no effect. In the turn back to the west, the
interference was reduced significantly.

!

The FL_TTER TEST was accompllshed per the checklist 19 minutes after takeoff. '

The Orbiter inputs resulted in _o detectable physiological response. By far
the largest amplitude input felt in the Orbiter _as the carrier aircraft lateral
input. It generated a surprisingly large lateral acceleration. The pitch in-

, put response was Small, and the rudder insi_nifiCant. All damped immediately. _I
At this point, the Pilot isolated the communi_atibns interference to the 279.0

{< NHz frequency by pushing the SCA RCVR knob down. Houston concurred on turning

ii off the SCA UHF radio transmitting on 279.0 MH_. (See recommendation 4.) i
:i Throughout the remainder of the..flight, UHF radio reception from all sources

f! was excellent.
b

h

b: I
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]
The SPa.m) BRAK_ TEST was commenced 23 minutes a_ter takeoff. Buffet onset was _+_ °i!
noted as the speed brake opened beyond 25 percent. Buffet levei was light _t
60 percent+ O_t to 80 pjrcent speed brake+ the buffet level increased very
slightly (+pproxin_tely 10 percent)_ and no increase was noted with further
opening to 100 percent. At each point, the 5° rudder input had nO effect on
the buffet level or Vehicle dynamics+ +The drives of both the speed brake and
rudder were smooth in both direCtiOns. In the midst of this test, a master
alarm and MLS RMmessage occurred. The vehicle was located d_e north of lake-
bed (Rogers Lake) runway 17 and _ithin the microwave ianding system ground sta-

tiOfl-COne at the t4me. I i

AUxiliary power unit 1 Was activated immediately after completion Of the SPE_D
BRAKETEST. After starting, _hile Still in the loW-pressuYe _.ode, hydraulic -

,. syst_ 1 indicated 800 psi. It was placed in norm_l, pressure a_L all param-
eters were _lthin normal limits.

%

The software _as moded to major mode 202 (separation), and the C,SS STABILIT_
AND POLARITYCHECKwas begun. The initial series of control inputs in which
the pitch axis was in CSS (control stick steering) and t_e roll/yaw axis was
in DIRECT was COmpleted. At this time Houston reported they had loss of data,
So the cameras and wideband recorder were turned off and the test was delayed
until completion of the 1800 turn at the weste_ end of the ground track. Af-
ter completing the turn and reestablishing the S-band data link, the cameras
and wideband recorder ware turned on, and the complete CSS STABILITY AND POL-
ARITY CHECKwas accomplished, starting at the beginning. Inputs in all axes
appeared to damp 4...ediately after the COntrol input was made_ NO "racheting"
or "rumbling" were observed. Between ?itch inputst it was necessary to trim the [} t
elevon back to _ero.--

The carrier a.ireraft then followed with his p.itch, roll, and yaw inputs. Pates _

t were observed on the attitude director ind.icator rate indicators duri_ ° thecarr.ier aircraft pitch maneuver of + 1° per second, a_d in roll from tO 5o i_
t! per seCOnd. During the sideslips, a"pproximately 1-1/2 ° sideslip angle Was ob-
ti served On the nose bo_n beta ind.icator. During the first sideslip, act.omplished

,. i! with left rudder, the left a.ir data probe airspeed increased from 176 to 183
knots. Also, .it was noticed that the Orbite_ nose boom began to o_cillate
through an ampl.itude of approximately 3 tO 4 inches at the tip. This oscillation
was photographed with a brief run of camera 3.

Approximately 34 minutes after takeoff, a Comparison was made of the left probe, ,,
right probe, computer, and nose boom ansle-of-atta6k indications with the fo1-
lowln_ result.

AIR DATAPROBELEFT 13.0 0
AlltDATA PRO'BERIGHT 13.0°
COMPUTE_ 13.8°

: NOSE BOOM 15,0 0

..' SPEC 321 was called, and the string-4 feedbackS were checked and appeared to |
:_ be in perfect agreement with the other three strings on all surfaces.

:__,. , 4-6
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: ._ Just aS the aircraft scatted to turn southbound from the eastbound crack, a

_. GPC CPU i message appeared. It_ appearance did not see_ to be associated With
'_ : any particular data processi_8 subs_ste_ a_tlvlty or an_ keystroke inputS.

During a short southbound descending leg almed at the planned landing site,
the microwave landing system (MLS) reception _s checked. Both horlgontal sit-

_ nation indlcators were selected to MLS Source, and SPEC 20i was called to check
" the microwave landing system data. All receivers appeared to be locked up
_ solid With the data eXactly the same on all three. The horizontal situation
i_ indicators were also checked, in both the terminal area energy management (TAEM)

" and APPROACHmodes, and in TACAN, CMPTR, AND MLS sOurces. All data appeared i
_ to be reasonable considering the position with r_spect to the landing site, '

and the various sources compared as closely as could be determined by the pre-
• cisiOn of the horizontal situation indi_ator.

_. The ram air valve was opened 50 minutes into the flight in response to a call
• from the mission control center and caused a loud "whoosh" of air that fluttered

checklist pages and raised some residual dust from the cockpit surfaces. The
in-flow lasted for approximately 5 seconds and then d_opped to no noticeable
air movement. While the ram air valve was open, there was a moderately loud,
waivering roar which necessitated turning up the intercom master volume in or-
der to have comfortable intercom. It would have been difficult to talk without
the use of the intercom under the noise conditions.

The mission control center called and canceled the planned STATEVECTORUPDATE.
' There was no change in the takeoff altimeter setting of 29.96, so neither the

i_ primary navigation system not the backup altimeter were adjusted. .

i:_ The configuration changes nuide by the carrier aircraft td prepare for landing
were not detectable in the Orbiter. On final approach, the primary System air-

• _ speed indlcation was 155 knots. The vehicles appeared tO stay on the nominal
_': visual approach slope indicator 81ideslope all the way down until final flare•
_" Landing Winds were reported tO be 200 ° at 10 knots. Touchdown was very Smooth, :!

JuSt barely detectable, and no longitudinal deceleration was felt until about
60 knots when a very slight braking effect was noticed.

The rem air valve was closed during the ground roll which caused the cabin to

lock up at a slight positive pressure with respect to mnblent. This was noticed "
later when the hatch was Opened.

4.1.5 POSt£11Rht

_4 The vehicles were parked just off the far western end of the ma. _ base runway
>_-, and the pnstfiight procedures were accomplished. The wideband recorder auto-
i_,: matic Calibration was done JuSt prior to the wideband tape running out so that

_l _ the auxiliary power unit hydrauli_ load tests were not recorded on the Wideband
' !!{ light.tape"It was also noticed et this time that camera I was sh_wihg a Steady green _

iii
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@u_LOAn D/  ¢ZlVACZON" accomiis ed the checklisc, o.iy I l I

off-nominal reading noticed WaS Chat hydraulic SyStem 1 in the low-p_ssu_¢ _ " _
mode indicated only 550 p_i.

The egress radio was activated and both teceptio_ and t_ans_ission wer,: very i:
clear. There Was no problem hearing the radio even vrlth helmet_ on. I:

The vehicles were then taxied back Co the Dryden Flight Research Cente_ ramp, !

The FAULT SLR_L%RYPAGE was called_ and the followin$ messages which had accu- !i
_auiated since it had last been cleared just prior to takeoff were recorded:

FCS SATURATION 1234 16:25:50
FCS SATURATION 1234 16:24:43

_' FCS 3ATURAT_ON 1234 16:08:50
FCS SATURATION 1234 16:08:43

• FCS SATURATION 1234 16:06:51
FCS _ATURATIO_ 1234 16 :06:44

• ,, FCS E_TURATION 1234 16:06:28
. TACAN R_, 1234 15:55:29

CPC CPU 1 15 :52:15

+. _ ML$ RM 1234 15:33:1_
MLS RM 1234 15:31:00

• MLS RM 1234 15:12:41

+

.... The software was moded co UPS-zero and then all computers were pO_ered dew '.
_!+ After some delay, clearance +ms received fro_ the NASA test director at Par u..-
+++: dale to complete the Orbiter power-dO_a procedure. AS the Vehicle was poWered i
J • do_n, the contrast in the ambient noise level from that with all the various
_. fans running to almOSt total silence aS the last bus was killed was very notice-
: able.

!.i"" Seat egress, protective breathln_ system donning, aridalt sample bottle operation _
i Were all flsainal. The protective breathing syste_ face masks were donned and put
_.: to purge mode. Contact was made with the ground crew waiting outside in the

Ii snorkel basket via t_e e_ress radio b_ holding the microphone of the radio

; against the glass of the fate mask. Co_aunitatlon was surprisln_iy cleat in

I"' ' this mode. The _rou_d crew operated the hatch handle to the vent position which
i resulted in about a 5-second outflc@ of alr, after which the hatch _rastemple- _'rely opened.

_I:." _t Was necessary to get do_n mt hands and knees to boa_d the snorkel basket "
, _hieh ,hasa tailing about 3-I/2 feet above the basket ricer. The unsteady na-

i Cure of the snOTkel basket when _x_e_ded to that height Was disconcerting to
i_ the Commander who, unlike the Pilot, had never been in a snorkel before. The

integrated checklist_, kneeboard data car_s, and egress radio were carried with
_),++ the cte_ to the _r_Und. All other equip_ent was left in the Orbiter cockpit.

+_ _t Was very crowded with both crewmen and the two snorkel operators in the

o.li basket. AS a result, closing the Orbiter _tch was awkward. (See recomnenda-

cion 5.)

_i A slow descent was made to the ground_ and after walklng about I00 yards away

:+_i from the vehlcle_ the _tetecti_e breathing systems were doffed. _,
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i 4.1.6 Ceneral Connnen_s

4.1.6.1 Camera Operation

_ The cameras Were operated per the checklist With the following exceptions. On-
-. the speed brake test, camera 1 was turned off afte_ reaching the steady-state

test positions of 60, 80, and 100 perceht. It was turned on during the transi-
_. tlon_ from one posltio_ to another. Camera i was turned off after the initial

/ try at the CSS STABILITY AND POLARITY CHECK _hen it _aS determined that there

" i:i was a data loss to the 8round. It was turned back On after the turn when cOrn-
I: munlcatlons were reestablished. It was turned off after the Orbiter control

i: inputs until the carrier aircraft began its polarity check maneuvers. During
i . the left and right sideslip points, camera 3 was operated to photograph the
_ nose boom oscillations. Camera 3 was turned on at ii00 feet on descent for

i! landing and ran throughout the landing roll, and ran out o£ film exactly as

- _ . the bra_kes were set after clearing the _unway.

i During flight, it is pOssible to tell if camera i is running by placing a finger

ii_ against the light and noticing the reflection. It iS dlfficu_t to tell if _am-
li era 2 is operating, and the camera 3 light is very visible aS well as the film

:'_':"- i quantity remaining. Once during the flight, prior to the CSS STABILi'_ A_D
POLARITY TEST, the camera switches were _ladvertently operated out o£ sequencek

I _h'ich necessitated recycling the one-frame-per-second switch to re-lnitiate
,: _ camera i operation.

--i:,: i:_ 4.1.6.2 Displays and Controls

!-LI

..... ! The cathode ray tube brightness controls were set at full bright throughout the

_:-_"' ! flight, and the legibility was excellent At one point during the pretakeOff '

__:. !r taxi, sun shafting occurred directly on the face of CRT 2, but it was still
_ _:: possible t_ read the chazacters by shifting one's head slightly, ii_,

i: The master ala_-m and systen management alert tone volumes were adjusted properly
( for the normal inflight ambient noise level. However, when the ram air valve

was opened, the tone level was discernible, but certainly not loud enough tO be
'_ {_.i_ immediately obviouS.

I:} The o_iy difficulty encountered _Ith the cockpit displays and controls involved
_, reading the panel 07 talkbacks. They are mounted at Such an oblique angle to _

: ,I_ the normal head position that straining is required to tell if they are gray _! _

!! - or barberpoie, i! 1

, All annunciator lights, including those on the glare shield panel_, were readily _

!_':i discernible at all times, i_ii

4.i.6.3 Lighting and Visibility ,_
_i i', j

i All of the windows were very clean and clear, and at no time Was any glare o_- i i

_: indication of fogging noticed. 'i | ::

"_!. ii ,=.,?_ ... ,,- ,.-'_"
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i, The Orbiter cockpit is relatively shady, and neither p_lot used either-helmet _
_I visor. None of the cockpit lights were required, upon descending to the mid 'deck after laudinS_ it was found that the ambient light l_vel, even with the
il flood lights powered down, was adequate to read the checklist and acCompliSh

the air sample procedures.

4.1.7 Recommendations

l. The alternate crew membe_ should remain iu the right seat until completion

of operational sequence 2 initialization and memory dump to ptovlde continuity

, in the data processing subsystem (DPS) Configuration and to avoid numerous 1
calls on alr-to-ground.

ib

2. PreVent the nuisance redundancy manasement alarms/messages (TACAN, MLs, AIR
: DATA) encountered before takeoff. Procedural workaroundS should be acceptable

_ for the Approach and Landing Test Program but software changes may be required
for the Orbital Flight Test P_ogram.

_ 3. Add to the integrated flight checklist a requlrement for the mission control

_, center to give a "go" to the carrier aircraft for taxi into takeoff position

:_ 4mmedlately after completion of the BENCHMARK UPDATE.

i_ 4. AsSure that the Miramar Naval Air Station air terminal information serVice

_.i does not interfere with the air-to-ground 279.0 MHz frequency.

5. Alter the crew egress snorkel operatlon to transfer the flight crew to the

:'_: ground prior to hatch closure. _ '_=)ii:, ..... ,,

5;:':
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I 4.2 SECONDFLIGHT
i !

i 4.2.1 Craw In, aSs

" " _ i!i Cre_ ingress was accomplished With no significant problems. The Commander's
Ingress was completed at 13:24 and the Pilot's inBress began thereafter. Dur-
ing the P_iot'S _ngreSs, there WaS adequate time for the Commander to verify

" _ his ingress SWitch list. The Pilot informally reviewed his switches but did

not have time to methodically Check his ingress Switch list. i

4.2.2 Tax___!f

" . During backout from the mate/demate device, there was no problem takin 8 four

Checklist item chanSes called up by mission _ontrol. The COMM CHECK was made i
dur£ng taxi, and attempt_ to balance the Orbiter UHF, carrier aircraft, and
intercom signals were made at this time (ref. par. 3.5.3).Q

BeCause of the temperature differential on the left and right air data probes _:_

and the resultln S ADTA EM message experienced on captlve-actlve £ilght IA, air

data probe temperatures were recorded periodically from carrier aircraft engine
start to brake release. A hish, thi_ cloud layer was present and apparently

_i reduced the temperature differential of the left (sunlit) and right (shaded) pro-

bes. ._m interesting observation was the rapid drop and slow recovery of tempera- _=
ture aS taxi was started _nd some airflow Occurred across the probes,

_:[ The FCS MODE SWITCH CHECk. and the TRIM AND _C8 C_ CHECK were accomplished ! " ::!With no anomalles. Duri'ng this time period, the Pilot executed a SPEC 301 PRO
(to check air _ata probe temperatures) on the right keyboard, and _hen the PRO !
key was hit, a transition into major mode 202 occurred. Due to a distraction, !

the Scratch pad llne was not checked between the "1" and the "PRO" keystrokes. _iiI
• After some discussion (both on board and With mission control) it was concluded ,

that the most likely explanation was that the "SPEC" keystroke had not been

seen by the display electronics unit, and the '_301 PRO" was recogni_ed only as

a "PRO" by the computerS, which then legally transitioned from major mode 201 :_,_
to 202..Since this transition was next i_ the checklist anyway, no further

action was necessary.

. Takeoff time was moved up approximately I0 minutes at this time with no impa_t
on the Orbiter crew checklist tim_lines.

• Ammonia system B was not activated in order to retain the capability to fly

_o again 3 days later. Auxlllary power units 2 and 3 _ere started with normal in-

dications. The ,pR_FLIGHT.FCS CHECK was performed With no problems. Light
. "ratchet lng" was noted only when the elevons were moved from u- to d_:.m. Con- ,

tlnuouS attention was required to keep the elevOns from droo_i, beyond the
deflection eaturation limit while Ln the control stick steering mode (ref.

par. 3.5.5). i_

i!

i
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4.2.3 Take6.ff ,

Takeoff acceleration seemed normal with rotation occurring at about 130 knots. L

Immediately after llft-off, the _ontinubus oscillatory motions charaete_istlc ii
of the flight began. These oscillations were more p_edomlnant in the lateral

; axis and at tlmes caused lateral nose boom oscillation8 of 3 to 4 _nehes. The

TACANis were selected after takeoff. The cabin vent was opened at 1000 feet

and the decrease in cabin ,:ess_re Was felt in the ears immediately. No si8- !
nificant increase in cabin noise was noted after takeoff.

•• _' 4.2.4 Flutter and Speed Brake Tests at 230 Knots

The 230-knot FLUTTER TEST was begun 3 minutes after takeoff . 3000 feet. Orbiter •

inputs consisted of a sharp full-aft and full-right rotation hand controller input ._
• and a full-rlght rudder input with a 10-second period between inputs, The soft-

ware surface limits for this test were elevator + 1.5 °, aileron + 1.0", and rudder , •

_ + 5°. No response was felt from the O_biter inputs. All three carrier aircraft
inputs were felt with the lateral motion associated with the roll and yaw inputs

being the most apparent. All motion respormes appeared highly damped.

i, During the right turn, the cabin vent was closed and cabin pressure held at

10.7 ib/in 2. After rolling out on an easterly heading, the first of three
air data calibratiOns was taken. 4

• The 230-knot SPEED BRAKE TEST was begun 10 minutes after takeoff at an altitude

of II 000 feet. A slight increase in b_ffet level was noticed at about 30 to 35 |
_ percent speed brake deflection. Buffet level increased slightly as speed brakes |i "
I Were opened tO 60 percent. No vehicle r_sponse _a_ detected with the 5° left

_ rudder input. As the speed brakes were opened _o the 80- and 100-percent positions

:- : for data, no increase in buffet level was noticed. Buffet level was described

i as equivalent to light turbulence in a T-38 aircraft. Five-degree rudder de-

i_ i_ flection_ at the 80- and 100-percent speed brake positions gave no noticeable
ii vehlcle motions. At one point du_ing this test, the Chase Aircraf_ 1 pilot

called "passing through some light turbulence." Orbiter cockpit motion caused
i by this reported turbulence was 8rearer in amplitude than that associated with

:_ ! the speed brake deflection.
i

! When the Orbiter speed brakes were retracted from 100 percent to full-closed,

• _ the carrier aircraft rate of climb increased from zero to about 800 to 900

i.'. i_ ft/min. At the completion of the speed brake re=t, the second air data call-

_ bratlon was taken, on this _irst eastbound leg, the microwave landing system •

: li attempted to lock-on while approaching the lakebed runway 17 centerline.

_ [i AuXiliary power unit 1 was started app_Oxlmatel_ 18 minutes after takeoff with .
:_; I normal onboard indicatibn_. A built-ln-test-equipment (BITE) error on inertial

li measurement unit 2 w&s noticed on SPEC 20! about thlb time. Special rated

i thrust was begtm by the carrier aircraft at 19 _Inutes after takeoff, and the

; I; acceleration was not noticed by the orbiter c_ew. After rolllng out on the

i! westbo,md leg, the third air data calibration was taken. |

4-1z
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_ '_ _++'p++ _ L_'_ +_' _ . 5 FlUtter and Speed Brake Tests at 270 Kn+ts i :i
:_:ii i_ _enty-six minutes after takeoff, at about 20 000 feet, the 270-knOt FLUTTER !

' i,:l TEST +as begun. Full-aft and Pight rotation hand controller and full-right
: _ ruddec inputs were made in the same sequence as the inputs at 230 knots. Or-
!i.,_:_, _ _Li bite_ inputs were dete_ta'ble at this speed, but no residual motion was detected

_i:_ _._'i__ and all vehicle response was highly damped. Carrier aircraft inputs _ere again 1
: more noticeable, particularly in the lateral axis. Residual motion from the ) ,'

!:" 1 i l
J ..... ili!+ The 270-knot SP_ED BRAKE+TES_ was begun 29 minutes after takeoff at 20 000 feet. _

_i i!i A slight increase in buffet was detected at 35 to 40 percent speed b_ake deflec- _ '
_: _ _ tiOn, with very little Onboard indiCatiOn of buffet increase out to 60 percent I _i

Speed brakes. Speed brake and rudder deflection data were taken at I0 percent-
, speed brake interVals from 60 to i00 percent. As the speed brake _ttlng was i

• increased above 70 percent, the buffet level seemed to decrease slightly.
i_I_!_ _ualltatively, the buffet levels for speed brake settings at 270 knots seemed

_ii to have about the same amplitude but a higher frequency than those levels at 1

)'i",_ )
):" After completing the speed brake test, the Carrier aircraft resumed a climb

i" Schedule and began the turn to set up for the separation data run. At this

i"j_, time the crew noted that no TACAN loss of lock had been observed during the l
>_= flight. The Pilot's horizontal Situation indicator select switches were Set i

i:i" to APPROACH/TAC/I, and in order to monitor for TACAN 2 performance, his trans- !

'il , ceiver switch WaS moved from 1 tO 2. This action was followed aln_st Immedi- .
:)ii, L i ately by a Systems management alert tone/light and the following fault message_ ,
_." HSI TRANs SW INVAL R 1234 001/15:25:46. After Consulting the fault message de- I

_ scription in the Systems Reference Book and notifying mission control, the

,i:. Pilot assumed that the switch had been "faulted down" to position 1 by software

oi for the remainder of the flight. Attempt_ to verify this "fault down" later I

/i _:! in the flight (by cyciing the sWitch and observing horizontal situation in-
_,, dlcator performance) were inconclusive (reg. sec. 6.2). _!

4.2.6 Separation Data Run (!

Pushover for the separation data run was made 43 minutes after takeoff _t about 1

21 000 feet and was very smooth arid slow. The carrier aircraft called "launch i!
ready" 32 seconds after pushover, At 270 knots, with c_rrier aircraft spoilers

_i deployed and power at idle, the horizon appeared to be about 5 ° to 6 ° above the I!
' * loWer front window frame. The separation data condltions were as follows. :!i

) :_'.1' Detent 0.0 5 _ _Ti
) _ , o " .

i... Full forward 1.5 (down) 4 i

., _.. Full aft 1.5 (up) 7 i_ _" '

i,o'" Fuil right 1.0 (right)' 11 ,,

ozpooz ,,i)

' '-=-7............_,_I_
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Although no motions Were felt when O_biter inputs were made, adjustments tO the I
Orbiter roLl input by the carrier aircraft Pilot were fe_t. When data a_?uisi- -- "_

; tion was complete, "abort separation" was called and the carrier aircraft exe_
cuted a gentle recovery at abou_ 14 000 fee_

During this run, the cockpit noise and buffet level were not a factor in crew
communications or comfort.

_ _ 4.2.7 Autoland Fly-ThrouBh

At approximately 17 000 feet_ the carrier aircraft began a left turn to attai_

position for the AUTOLAND FLY-THROUGH. The fly-through was a planned traverse
through the lakebed runway i_ microwave landing system beam. In addition to

" ground data, the fly-through allowed the Orbiter crew to monitor the attitude
director indicator (g_idance error needles) and horizontal Situation indicator

(heading, distance, course deviation and glideslope) for proper and reasonab___ .
onboard indicationS.

Carrier aircraft pushoVer was initiated from an altitude of 17 500 feet and a

point 18 nautical miles north of lakebed runway 17. This inltial set-up (below
and to the right of the outer 11 _ glideslope) allowed a steady 9" descent, caus-

ing a right-to-left and below-to-above traverse of the outer glideslope. The _
fly-through wa_ accomplished in major mode 204 and the horizontal situation

indicator m_de switch was set to APPROACH throughout. _

i ii• FollOWing the anomalous microwave landing syst_n redundancy management deSelec- _
tions on the first flight, it was agreed that for this flight, all three MLS's ,.
would be deselected at crew ingress and remain so until shortly before the
planned autoland fly-through. This procedure was followed and the MLS'S were

manually selected at approximately 50 minutes after takeoff. Both horizontal
situation indicator's first indicated that the MLS's had locked on at a dis- i

tance of 17 nautical miles (the distance measuring equipment reads out straight- _ :i

line distance in nautical miles from the vehicle position to waypoint 2, fig.-

4-2, measured in the runway x-y plane, not slant _ange). Approximately 10 to

20 seconds following the horizontal situation indicator lock-on indications,

a systems mar_gement alert light/tone occurred and the following fault message.

was displayed: G201 MLS RM 1234 001/15:43_54.

Microwave landing system data on SPEC 201 (RM-NAV) _as immediately reviewed by

both crewmen (RM-NAV was already up on CRT-1 as a SPEC and on CRT-2 as a DISPLAY).
A "_" was observed next to MLS 3 AAZ and MLS 3 was noted to have been auto-

matlcally deselected by redundancy nmnagement. The delta azimuth data, however,

showed no difference between MLS 1_ 2 or 3. The crew elected to leave the _LS

configuration as _t was because of the busy workload of monitoring th_ fly-

through, so the entire fly-through was conducted with MLs i and 2 selected and

3 automatically deselected. A postflight review of the radar tracking data
8boWed that at the moment of MLS deselectlon_ the vehlcle was approximately

2.5 ° right o_ the lakebed runway 17 centerllne and 2000 feet beloW the ii° outer

gltde_lope. |

_.,_ 4-14 ,
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At lock-on, the course deviation indicator was pegged left, the glideslope in- "

!" dicatOr pegged up. The course deviation indicator drifted left tO right, indi- _ _
catin6 centerline crossing at 6 nautical miles (derived from the navigatio_
State) and continued to the right. The giideslope indicator drifted dOwTt, in-
dicating crO_ing the 11 ° outer glideslOpe at 6 nautical miles (d_Llved from !
the naVigatiOn State) arid continued do_. (Radar tracking data showed center-
line crossing at 6.5 nautical miles &nd glideslope crossing at 5.3 nautical
miles.) Cross-correlation between course deviation indicator and glideslope
indicator indications, both with the out-the-wlndow view o_ lakebed runway 17 "

and the postfli_ht review of radar tracking data, showed that they were opera-
_ tiflg as expected.

I

The roll and pitch error needles were also monitored but were difficult to

judge precisely since their centered position was not directly correlatable m
to the out-the-window vieW. Qualitatively, however, both guidance needles be-

" bayed in a smooth and reasonable manner. The roll error needle was pegged left
• !

(requesting more of a "cut" to intercept centerllne) down to ii nautical miles,

" then drifted right (crossing center at 8 n. mi.) and continued right (asking ,i
for a right bank to intercept centerllne). The pitch error needle was deflec-

ted up (asking for an intital nose-up to intercept the 11_ outer glideslope)__ _ i

and $1o_ly drifted down as the ii ° outer glldeslope was crossed• _:i i

During the autoland fly-through, several "glitches" occurred on the left hori- 1
zontal situation indicator. Attention was not on the horizontal situation in-

dicator at the time, and the impression was that it was the Compass card that |
was moving• HOwever, when _iewlng the onboard instrument panel film, it ap- ' .

peared that the bearing needles were flicking. The incident occurred within a I !_ few seconds of the MLS RM and the hOriZontal situation indicator Source switches ....

_ere set at APPROACH/MLS/1.

The fly-through was terminated below 3000 feet.

After completing the autoland fly-through, a 270 ° left turn was made by the il.

carrier aircraft to llne up for landing on runway 22. As the lakebed ruhway 17 ,i

centerline was approached, another MLS RMmessage was received. At this time, . I
: the left attitude director indicator was obse_ed still indicating a 30° left ._ _ii

bank with the "off" flag in view.. The DATA BUS SELECT switch was rotated from il
data bus 1 to data bus 2 and 3 wlth no change in the att I_. _ director indlca- :_.... ! !

toe indications. The right attitude director indicator _as operating properly, il :ii

The left attitude director indicator indications remained unchanged through i_!powerdown (re£. pa_. 6,3). t

!,

Landing configuration changes (gear, flaps) by the carrier aircraft were not
noticed in the Orbiter. As speed was reduced on the final approach, th@ charac-

!: terlstic noise of the auxiliary power unit was heard. Touchdown felt extremely " i
_ smooth and derotation and deceleration were uneventful.

#

!
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i I _ 4_2.8 Postflisht
:i

i!t After clearing the rtmway, APU/HYD DEAC was accomplished with nominal onboard
_?i indications, but the convoy commander reported a fluid leak d_ip_tng onto the
i l carrier aircraft (se_. 6.4). OPt DEACT was without incident.

t

_i! The egress radio was activated and worked satisfactorily until egress _as tom-

! piete_ COMPL_ZEORSITERPOW_O_ _d SZAZ_O_D _Gmms.erenomi.al.Monl-_ torlng the ground egress crew on Ehe egress radio Was helpful in determining
l_! the progress of batch Opening.

il_i! Three changes were made in Orbiter egress procedure: (1) the protective breath-

ii • lug syStem requirement Was deleted, (2) a tether was attached from the snorkel

• i:i basket to the egressing crewman, and (3) the crew descended to the ground prior

I/] tO hatch closure. All seemed tO e_ance the ease and-Apparent safety of t.e
. " _i. egress procedure.

_i 4.2.9 Fault Message Summary

I_i The following iS a complete list of all fault messages displayed to the crewduring the flight (from crew ingress to computer deactivation),

,a lt  essa,.  emarks
,:_ _:_: G311 BDYFLP VLV RM 1234 001/14:22:181

..... i,_ . G311 BDYFLP vLv RM 1234 001/14._27._50| Normal response during prefllght_ _ GlllzCSSATURATION1234001/14:3S:3S}
Ii "_'_ GIll FCS SATURATION 1234 001/14:38:52_ flight _ontrol system checks
f_, GIll FCS SATURATION 1234 001/14:41:39]

_. l_i G201 MLS RM 1234 001/i5:43:54_ Re£er to paragraph 4.2.7 ili_i G201 MLS RM 1234 001/15:50:49|

!'_' _!', Glil FCS SATURATION 1234 001/15 :59 :32 Normal response to elevon "droop" il

: li!i following a,xiliary power unit ii

I_ shutdown

/i 4.2.10 General COmments 14. lo.1 TAc

The three TACAN's were tuned to EdWard_ (channel 111) and selected via SPEC 201 i!

_ immediately after takeoff. No TACAN loss Of lock was observed during t:he en- ii_
" tlre fiight, including rOllout after landing. During turns where either Orbiter

: , Or cartier alrcraft blockage was anticipated, range and az_uth data were monl- '

!_ tO_ed on SPEC 201. The degraded azimut_ Indlcation obserVed On captiVe-aCtive ii '

..... fllght IA was never notlced. _ ;.
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_ l_e ViSibility through all windows was excellent with no reflection_ fogging
or residue problems• The visi_ility envelope was more than adeq_te for
straight-in approaches. _weve_, during the t_n onto the a_toland fly-through
and the turn onto the final approach for landing, acquisition of familiar land- !{

o marks an_ o_ient&tion with respedt to the runway was less than ideal, particu- ii
lariy after attention had been diverted to inside the cockpit. There was a i!
definite desire tO momentarily roll Out of the bank and scan the area for re- i]

-_ orientation, i1

4.2. i0.3 Cabin Cameras _iI

! , . Cabin camera 1 viewe& the left main display panel and recorded panel indications i
i_i at 1 frame per second_ except when selected to run at 12 frames pe_ second, i__esolution

horizontal situation indicator, attitude director indicator, !I
of _he

nose boom airspeed and altlmeter, and the eight-day clock were adequate for de- !i
termi_in 8 attitude, needle positions and readlng some larger letters and numbers.

i '

! _ _ Particularly in the free fllght phase, useful additions to readable instruments !

_- would be the alpha-Mach indicator, altitude and vertlcal-veloclty Indlcator,
..... nose boom angle-of-attack and sideslip indicators, and accelerometer. :_

!1i\'

i <_-, :!

i' '!
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_.- _._ 4.3 THIPJ) i_LICHT

i i 4.3_1 Crew Ingress To Ctearance of Mate/Demate Device

_i!" Crew ingress took 25 minutes for b6th crewmen. The only vehicle configuration
! anomaly Was a built-in test equipment (BITE) display in the status columns for

inertial measurement units 1-and 3 on SPEC 201 (RM-NAV).

The BENC_t%RK i ._PDATE was acco_pllshed earlle_ than planned at 13:36. Just _!

- before backout from the _ate/d_mate device, it was apparent that the volume

level of the carrier aircraft transmlssio_s was sufficient to totally mask all
other transmissions Includln_ intercommunication conversations between the 0r-

! biter pilots. It was impossible to reduce the _lume b_ adjusting any of the
intercOmmunicatiOn panel cOntrois, and as a result, carrier alr_raft transmls-

Sions totally interrupted conversation between the Orbiter crewme_nbers. Dur-

ing the PREFLIGHT COM_I CHECK When the carrier airuraft/Orbiter hardline was
disabled by pulling the audio panel ,_d-deck circuit breaker, it _as noticed
that the loud carrier aircraft t_ansmiSsions Were reduced in volume to a point
that the carrier aircraft crew was barely readable. Thus, the source of exces-
sive volume was isolated to the hardline, but it was re-enabled because the
carrier ai_craft/Orbiter RF link was unacceptable. (See par. 3.5._.)

4.3.2 Backout From M_ate/Demate Device To Takeoff

With the AIR DATA SELECT SWITCH in the CMPTR position, the alpha/Math indicator

and altitude/vertical velocity indicator readings were Math = 0.O, velocity
(knots equivalent air speed) = 4.0, altitude rate = minus 1.0, _nd altitude =

148 nautical miles at 13:56:05. This was only 2i minutes after the prior bench-

mark and the 148-_autica1-mile altitude Was q_estionable. At 14:19:30, t__.

readings were Math - 0.04_ velocity (knots equivalent air speed) = 62, alti-
tude rate = _in_s 64, and altitude = lo_er limit with "off" flag. Both the
Commander's and the Pilot's instruments displayed identical val_es.

Du_ing taxi_ approximately 50 minutes prior to takeoff, it became apparent to
the Pilot that the hot mike signal from the Comamnder and the Pilot's own side-

tone were cutting in and out and then gradually failed completely. All the
communication cord connections Were checked and the audio panel controls were

readjusted, but to nO avail. After approximately 8 minutes, the problem myste-
reously disappeared. At the time that it did, flo connection o_ control was
being adjusted. The interco-,nuni_a_ions were normal throughout the rest of the
flight. (See par. 3.5.3.) !

While taxiing fro_ the mate/d,_mate device tO the South area of Dryden Flight i

Research Center and up "contractor _oW," SeVeral momentary deviations were no- _
ti_ed Sim_ltaneously on bo_n the Commander's _nd Pilot's hori-Ontal situation ,_ !
indicators. The compass card headin 8 varied a large amount, approximately 30 ° , _'I!

for about 1 second and then returned to its normal reading simultaneOusl_ On _
i

both instruments. This happened two or three times d_ring the next f_w min- _
utes and _as always to _he lef_ or toward a smaller heading. At least On_e, _

=_ the primary and secondary bearing pointers also exhibited the same Sort of i __ |

ii
!_ . _._.

............"---_-_-_..-_......."......_,:-,._'",,_',,o-_-_....._....: "--o_ - " "i._ ; _ " "...... _ _ _ o._ _ .... o . . -..... oi_'"_
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rapid "flit:oh" simultaneously On both cockpit lnstrumenLs. The IndicatiOns '_,_ Ii
_ appeared to be accurate except for these momentary deviations. The conditt6n ii

Was not noticed at any time later dur_n_ the flight, (See par. 3.5,7,) 'i!i

Zfl t_rnill 8 the corne_ at the Dryden Flight Research Center, several large ii
TACANdelta azimuth readings Were noted with the tall Of the vehicle oriented {]
toward t_e EdWards station. This was the same as obsen, ed on the first capLive-

, active flight e_cept that the_e were _o TA_,ANR_i alarms because the TACAN's r_

_ were deselccted. '_i '

An extra Benchmark 4 was inserted at 14: 32 _.30. _I

String-4 surface position feedbacks were essentially tdentio, al to the other t _
three except for the speed brake which differed 0.2 ° to 0.3 e f• i

. !1

An AIK DATA RMmessage occurred at 14:43:15 which was caused by a no. 2 total
_ _ temperatore miscompare "_" on SPEC 301 (RM SENSOKS). The difference between _ i!

probe temperatures was only 3° at the time the data were checked, which was it
Within the tracki_g test llmit of lO°. At this tlme the carrier aircraft WaS ii

taxiing onto the runway and possibly provided enough air flow to cool the i:!

hotter side probe. The configuratlon Was not altered prior to takeoff. _il

JUst before takeoff the FAULT SUMMARY PAGE was _ecorded before clearing with !i
DISP 051. The llstlng included the following messages, i! _I

I
Fault Hessage Remarks _i_1

AIR DATA RM 1234 14:43:15 ADTA-2 total temperature, ii_"

FCS SAT 1234 14:39:12_
FCS SAT 1234 14:38:59_ Normal FCS check.

• 0 B/F RM 1234 14:30:08 Normal per procedure• '!

B/F RM 1234 14:23:09 Normal per procedure. !i

4.3.3 TakeOff Thro,_h Landlng _I

The noise of the carrier aircraft advancing power could be heard prior to brake i_release. At brake release, the cabin camera I-FPS switch was turned on as
planned. On previous flights, it has been possible tO verify that tamer8 i ' il
was operating by placing a finger behind the green operate light On the camera

: itself and observing a reflected flash with each cycle. The normal cockpit
_ noise and vibration environment makes it impossible to hear or feel camera c_-

cllng. On this flight, it was _nposSlbie to see any llght reflection and,
_ therefore, impossible to verlfy that the camera was operating. To be certain

that the logic S_queflc_of the control Switches _as riotthe cause of the _rob-
_ iem_ both the I-FP_ and 12/24-FPS 8_£tches were cycled. The I-_PS Switch was
> ' turned back ofi_but it Was still impoSSlble to verify proper ope_atlon by means

l of the green light reflection. The camera switches _ere operated as planned

for the remainder of the mission. |

i "
'_ 4-20
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4:,_, During the takeoff roll at 14:_7:00, a aeries of momeutary MLS delta RNG (micro- !!
_t_ WaVe landing system delta range) reading_ were Observed. The carrier aircraft ii

rotated to a pitch angle of 16 ° at i37 knots. Just after becoming ai_borne_ i I
there were several lateral "lurches" which felt like carrier aircraft damper _

inputs. Approaching 170 knots, the characteristic low-frequency wavering air-
i stream noise observed on the first flight was noted, its intensity was propor-

i tional to airspeed.

The cabin vent function Was noticeable from the p_essure change induced, but the

sound was insignificant compared to the ram air valve used on the first flight.

_ TACAN 1 was auto deselected at 15:02:39 because of a delta azimuth miscompare.

When SPEC 201 (RM-NAV) was checked, the data indicating bad was actually a Jump- ii

i: _ lug delta aZimUth On TACAN 3, although TACAN 1 with good data had already been
: • deselected. The Jumps of TACAN 3 apparently were not steady enough to allow i
F _i RM to issue the dilemma message. Further details are presented in paragraph

_, 4.3.5. i

:._. _ China Lake TACAN (CH 053) Was selected at 15:05:20, and the lockup times were
i 5 seconds for delta azimuth 1 and delta range 2 and 3 with 8 seconds for all _i

iI to fully lock up. Edwards (CH iii) was reselected at 15:11:20, but TACAN 3 ,_

Iii failed to lock up. The TACAN 3 frequency selector was double-checked on 11IX. 1

Approximately 16 minutes after takeoff, auxiliary power unit 1 Was started as
planned, and all indications were normal. Four minutes later, a master alarm ,_

Ii_ i'_! and APU TEMP C&W indication occurred, The auxiliary poWe_ unit temperature(i _ indicator was switched to position 1 and it was i_dicating off-scale high.

_! "_" Auxiliary power unit 1 was immediately Shut down according to established pro-
....i cedure. Mission control subsequently advised that their indication of exhaust

!_,:. gas temperature on ground instrumentation from a different sensor Was showing !i
"' normal temperature. Because Of the hot restart constraint, auxiliary power

unit 1 was left shut down for the remainder of the flight. (See par. 3.3.1.)

. The TACAN LONG RANGE TEST was commenced in parallel with the Piiot_S portion
i of FCS INFLIG_T CHECKOUT After San Luis OblSpo (CH 071), Lemoore (CH 080) was
_ Selected at 15:19:00. At 15_20:50 all TACAN's were _witched to MiSSion Bay

i (CH 125) _nd only a sporadic delta azimuth reading on TACAN 1 was observed for

ii the 1-mlnute data time. Paimdale (CH 092) was selected at 15:22:30.

ii
_! At p_shover minus 7 minutes, _heOrbiter Math indications were compared to the
!! , value of 0.32 voiced by the carrier aircraft crew. They were: Commander

ii (left) - 0.53, Pilot (right) - 0,56, and backup - 0.536.

Edwards TACAN was selected at 15:28:30 and MLS SELECT Was initiated at 15:30:00. ii

i NO state vector update was required, and a zero updateWas executed at 15:31:20. i
t! I,

!o ,_ The pre-pushover procedures were somewhat rushed because o£ the unplanned TACAN
RMalarm8 and reconfigurations. Ali steps were completed but there Was not time

iiI!!s i I_! _-'._'_ to d_ubl_-check the configuration. The carrier aircraft cOmmnnlcations changed .!!:;_i 4-21 _
i/oO _!

;ill i
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quaitcy at the pushover minus 1 call j _s _hough th_ crew w_re pre,sure brc_th-i ing. The backup attitude indicat_d a pitch angle (0) of 9 ° co_pared to 12 0
' !i
_ Slven by the prlm_y attitude dire_Cor indlcacor Juot prlo_ co p_hovc_.

!
i From the Combande_'S side wlfldOw, iakebed runway i7 could be seen by leaning. far tO the left. At pushover, in a normal body position_ only Edwards base

i ' hoUSi_ 8 and the approach end _f runway 4 were visible. The mine ac Boron could• _Ot be seen OVer the nose.

I Pushover was a very mild maneuver. A maxi_m of 1 deg/sec pitch race was ob-

i

served as piteh aflgle was reduced from 12 _ a_ pushover to 0_ at launch ready.I

_i' The po_er r_d_tion and spoiler deployment were barely noticed_ though the
{ pitch adjustment eo maintain launch airspeed seemed very similar to the Orbiter •

:[ " aero_light slmulator model. There also was a significant increase in airstream •
noise level as speed increased to the launch ready point at 272 knots and

_i_' _" 23 I00 feet _itltude (AGL).

_-_ili, On _he Simulated free filght-i track for _he first free flight, runway 17 could

!!i" be seen halfway through the turn onto the base leg by hunching down. The waste
: material West of the Boron mine could barely be seen during the turn to the base

leg. The _Jor mode change to 204 was accomplished at 15:38:59 after the AUTO-

:_Ii_ LAND event light w_nt Steady.

-_i_ ADTA STOW _ DEPLOY Was initiated by stowing the right probe at 15:39:44. Two
:_;_, seconds later, an ADTA RM message was generated and Was correlated on SP_.C 301 ,
-_. (RM SENSORS) aS a probe dilemma case. The le£t probe _as subsequently s_o_ed

_'_ follo_ed by s._Ultaneou_ deploymen_ of both and verified by DEPLOY gray flags. [

_:,.: A high-pitched tone WaS heard briefly during the simulated final approach. Its
i__ Source couldn't be .ete_ned.

_" ,,_ After MLg _ RESET, the initial lockup of delta range was observed passing
abeafn of the low-altltude airspeed calibration line (running north-south along

the lakebed east shore) when the carrier aircraft was on final approach for

runway 22.

' TouchdOwnoccurredat 15:47:00at a velocity Of 146 knots. The Orbiter gear I
were deployed at 124 knots and took approxlmately ii seconds to indicate down.

There was a pair of a_dlble "thanks" when the down push-botton-indicator was

'_shed, but the overall physiological effect of gear deployment was less _han
that usually experienced on large aircraft at similar speeds.

There _as some confusion onboard about _at was desired by mission control for
the APU/HYD LOAD T_.ST AND DEACT. A checklist change transmitted prior to land-

'-_ In_ d'i'd not corres'_ond tO the actual auxiliary power unit postlandlng conflg-

il I

_ratlon. Considerabie conversation-was required to clarify the desired proce- |
dure.

It was noted that with mashs removed_ the cockpit ambient noise feeding into
the hot mike t/_tercommunications almost masks master alarm tones.

ir.o :,  -2z
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" The flnal reading of the FAULT SUMMARY PAGE which reprusents all the Infll_he 'ii

.r messageswere as follows, ii _i
m

Fault Message Remarks

_, FCS SAT 1234 15:53:49)
! FCS SAT 1234 15:_3:21_ Result of postflight load test.
i_ FCS SAT 1234 15 :51: 09

i AIR DATA RM 1234 15:39:46 Probe dilemma caused by planned _--_'_

_ stowing of air data probes. _11

TACAN RM 1234 15:26:19 TACAN 3 deselected - delta AZ

. varying from 5° to 320".

i TACAN RM 1234. 15:14:10 TACAN 3 delta AZ deselect - ini-! • .

! tlally not locked up.

i B/F VLV RM 1234 15:10:37 Normal with reset of body flap

after auxiliary power unit 1 shut- ',i

down. _it
TACAN_RM 1234 15:02:39 TACA_ i delta AZ deselect passing i_

Edwards cone of confusion with :

carrier aircraft in 15° left bank. !!_

At 15:56:30, a BECS C&N light came on due to an uneven dToo_ of the left elevOn !i

panels following auxiliary power unit/hydrauii_ system shutdown and depressuri- _ :
_ation.

i

i!: 4.3.5 General

4.3.5.1 TACAN

: Three aspects of TACAN behavior on captlve-actlve flight 3 are discussed: nor-

real behavior, a questlonable TACAN 3 channel select, and a queStlonable TACAN 3/

Orbiter 101 wiring to antennae function.

_ The normal characteristics were (i) delta azimuth Jumps _hile on the ground
with the tail of the vehicle turned toward the Edwards station and (2) the
_irst TACAN RM alarm with auto deselection Of TACAN 1 due to a delta a_Imuth

outside the tracking limitS. This latter event took place passing through the
Edwards station cone o£ confusion at 15:02:39 with the carrier aircraft in a

climbing, left, 15° bank angle turn. For another 40 seconds, random Jumps of

_ _ the Other TACAN's were also noted on SPEC 201 but, apparently, not f_r su££1- i
cient time to again latch redundancy management (which Would have been a di- i
lemma). Likewise, after the simulated sepa_atlon maneuver, several delta azl-

_uth Jumps on SPEC 201 and horizontal situation indicator flag "8ii_c_es" were !,
i noted as the ca_rler aircraft flew the free flight 1 profile through the Edwards I

station cone of confusion. This surely would have triggered redtmdancy manage- _
ment alarms except that the configuration was prime select on TACAN 2 at this I_ |'

i tlme.

i

!
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On the southbound leg at 15:1_.:20, the TACAN's were _itChed from China Lake ,,j_!|
=o _ (CH 053) to Edwards (CH 11i). TACAN 3 was observed not to lock up on bo_h

ii _ _PEC 201 and the hori_O, tal sltutat£on indicato#. The Settings of TAcAN 3 to=/ lliX were reverified to be cOrreCt. At 15:14:10, a TACAN RM message occurred

_ _i_-a_ auto deselect Of TACAN 3 due to del_m-aZimuth outside-tra_ limits.

=t

_ Just a£teE the ca_xleE alrcr_ft started the turn from south back to north, an-
other TACA_ RM message at 15:26:19 Was due to a delta azlmuth exceeding the j

_i tracking test limits on TACAN 3 with an auto deselect. The TACAN 3 azimuth _ii data on SP_C 201 was oscillating front 005° to 320 ° Thi_ phenomenon continued

_ and was observed seVer_al times after co,_plet.ing the 1800 turn to the north- 1,:_, bound heading. One specific time noted was 15:29:45JUst after s_it_hing to
_! Edwards (CH iii). The TACAN messages a_e discussed further in pa_ia_Eraph3.5.3.

• 4,3.5.2 Altitude Rate Meter

Specific attention was directed toward the indications on the alpha/Math indi-
Cator and altltude/vertical velocity indicator h_struments, particularly during

the climb-out and descent portions of the f._ight. With one exception, all in-

dicatiOn_ on both instruments with the AIR D%TA SELECT SWITCH in any pOsitiOn -
LEFT, RIGHT or CMPTR - Were _OOth, steady, _nd easily readable. The one ex-

ceptlon _s the altitude rate tape on both instruments which, in a climb or

descent cond.%tlon, displayed _ very noisy In_Icatlon. The tape JUmped about

at random, Sometimes + 5 ft/sec, sometimes 20 ft/sec and, in the worst case

noticed during climb, _+ 30 ft/sec. This coudltion was noticed only with th_

AIR DATA SELECT SWITCH in either LEFT or RIGHT. When the CMPTR pOSition was

selected, the indlcatlon_ were steady and readable. The variations _,_re random "'!I_i_j_i
rather than a constant oscillation a_out a Center value and were totally use- ',

less as fay as determining actual altitude rate. Very light turbulence was

encountered d_rin_ the climb and it seemed to Worsen the Jumpiness of the al-

!_: tltude rate Indication. The altitude rate meters are discussed furthe_ in
paragraph 3.5.7.

.3.5.3 Ambient Lighting

The weather Conditions durin 8 the flight were completely clear skies and brigh:

s_nllght. The Commander utilized his dark hei_et visor during the first pa_t

of the fllght in order to reduce the Outside glare. However, it was very dlf-

fi_ult to read the instruments and cathode ray tube displays inside the cockpit •

after the eyes had accommodated tO the outside brlghtness thro_h the dark vi-

sor. FOr the last part of the flight, the dark vlsor was raised and a mildly
'_ uncomfortable glare was accepted to better facilitate viewing the inside in-

struments and displays.

i 4.3.5.4 Disabled Intercommunications Evaluation

During cllmb-Out_ the feasibility of co_nunlcations between crew members with-

_ut the aid of the interco_municatlons SyStem was evaluated. The hot mike in-

t tercOmmunications Were disabled, the maskd of both crewmembers were removed,

and communications were attempted by shouting. It Was found that the ambient |
noise level was such that_ with the helmets still on and the intercommunications

disabled, the crewmembers could just barely hear each other. It was necessary

i 4-2
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_ . to shout Very loudly to make One_elf heard. It was felt that should either! intercOmmunication box fall during free-fllght, commmicatlons i_ this manner
i would be feasible. AlsO, both Crewmembers briefly removed their helmets and _

found that, Without the restriction caused by the tlght-fitting h_imets over "
the ears, co_versation was comparattve.y easy betweefl pilot seats.

4.3.6 Recommendations

• i. Reduce carrier aircraft hardllne IntercommUnications volume to within the

_iii_ adjustable range of the other input signals. _. _i 2. Assure that TACAN RM does not trigger "nuisance" alarms on free flight 1

i: t whe_ passing near the Edwards station during free flight. Jl

' li 3. SmOoth left/rlght air data probe altitude rate altltude/vertical velocity
indicator displayed data for Orbiter 102 and subsequent vehicles.

!z

1
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ACRONYMS, ABBREVIATIONS ANIL..TERMINOLOGYUSED IN ALT PILOT'S REPORTS

-17

ACT Act tvatton

ADC Air data computer

ADTA Air data transducer assembly
APU AuXiliary power unit
AUTO Automatic

AZ Azimuth },BARO Barometer

BITE Bullt_in test equipment
RDY Body

_ B/F Body flap '
• CMPTR Compater I

COMM COmmunications

_ CPU Central processing imlt
--i_' CRSFD Cross feed

CRT Cathode ray tube
!__.=." CSS Control Stick steering

i!_ C&W C&u'tion and .arnln,i DEACT Deactivation
_, DISP DlSpI_y

DPS Data p_oceSstng subsyste_

_:i_! FCS Flight control syste_
FLP Flap I .

_' FPS Feet per second _l
GPC O_neral purpose computer b

_:,, GSE Ground support equipment !._ '

" HPO High pressure gas

!iI HPGS High pressure gas storage SubSystem z
HSI Horlzontal situation Lndlcator
HYD Hydraulic

ISOL IsolatiOn

_ KEAS "Knots equivalent air speed !

_i MLS Microwave landing system

/" MnI_ MainMaJOrmode I\ •
. NAV Navi$&c ton
_,,_._ OPS Operational Sequence
"/i. PLT Pilot

= °'_ POLL Polling
PRO Proceed
RCVR Receiver

R Rtsht

SCA Shuttle carrier aircraft

SPEC Specialist (function)
"I - SN Switch
I --- j

4-26 I
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J_ i TAC TaCtical air navisation
,._+ TACAN. Tactical air navigatio_

TAEM T_rminal area enersy management i'I
' i:i TEMP Temperature

ii' TRANS Transition t<+ _+ Tt TOtal temperature i!
Ultra high f_equency i!m4FL

I! VLV Valve ++

-'li A Delta (differentlal) i+

,I, Out Of limit lOW i J

i

SOFTWAR_ TERMINOLOGY

OPS 1 - Preflisht operational sequence

MM 101 - P_efllght preparation

OPS 2- Fllght operational sequence

,, _ 201 - Mated flisht

MM 202 - Separation

_ MM 203 - TAE_

MM 204 - Autoland

,I I_1 205 - Rollout

Guidanee, navigation and control functions are divided into principal and spe-
cialist functions. Principal functions are those that can be initiated only

: by softwa#e. S_eclalist functions are those that can be initiated only by
_+ the creW, and include the following used in this report.

SPEC 201 RM-NAV

m,=m ,,,,],,,o,,
,: 30,.,,.

: Ii SPEC 321 RM SWITCHES

l,i !i

!+

3: i+:i,
t+ i : :

,

+ +++ ++

+-: 4+l' "t
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'!! ({; 5.0 GROUND OPERATIONS 'i
!:i O_biter systems servicing was Completed to support the first captive-active

flight on June i7, 197_; however, the flight was postponed until the following
day because of a preflight failure of general purpose computer 3. (see par.

_. ii+ 6.6_.
DUring turnaround follow£ng the first fllght, inertial meaSuremen_mi_-l_as ..... +'

replaced because of a power supply failure. (See par. 6_5).

Ii After the second flight, leakage from the auxiliary power unit 1 overboard i

<

_i drain, during flight (which migrated into the a£t fuselage) required extensive

}I cleanup, along with repair Of wire damage. The auxiliary power un£t control- )

._ lets and auxiliary power units 1 and 3 were Changed w_th units having new fuel
pump seals, The ne_ units _ere tested during ground runs, along with modi£1ca-

t- '- '- tion to the backup hydraulic reservoir interface with hydraulic systems 1 and
3.

: Hydraulic fluid was spilled in the aft right electronics bay during ground

opera_ions on July 14, 1977. Three unsealed components, the auxiliary power
unit 3 controller, a load control assembly, and a power control assembly, were

eXposed to the fluid. Short term materials compatibility testing indicated
' that all materials in these three units Were unaffected by hydraullc fluid

, except for the cOnfo_mal coatings of Silicone DC3140 and RTV 560, both of which

i_! are Used t_ p_otect against moisture. The tests showed a 14-percent swelling

.... , of the silicone in the same family with a slight decrease in hardness, but with ,

i i ,_ no other degradation. No problems were exhibited by
the affected equipment

during subsequent operatlons,

:: In addition to the standard postfllght safing operations conducted after the

•- third flight, the ground Operations included verification that the nose land-

ing gear thruster and uplock release pyrotechnics were expended, as th_ land-
...._ Ing gear was deployed Infllght without hydraulic system 1 active.

[

t

! ,

-/

+ !
4 !{
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'+ ,_,_, 6.0 A_MAL'gSi_CM,_ !t ]
:: +i '_v PrOblems rep0_ted in this section thst were not closed as of the time of publi"

"' _, i cation will be repo_ted individually in supplemental reports at the time of ]]Y +_,! closure.

'_ _ 6.1 HYDRAULIC SYSTEM 1 WATER BOILER STEAM VENT LINE TEMPERATURE READING WAS LO_

_ _ The hydraulic system 1 water' boiler steam vent temperature cead/ng was lower +!;

__ than expected durlnB captlve-actlve flight 1A.

ii: : The steam vent heater cir_ult includes a_ 89-watt and a 33-watt heater gg+onp
i
: connected in pa_allel (fig. 6-1). Each group is controlled by tWo thermostats

_I"+, in Series and set for temperatures to prevent £reez_n8 in the 2-inch du_t. '
/:i

! Postflight testing confirmed that the 33-_att heater group was inoperable. The i
_ _'+ 89-watt heater group was operatlng normally and was determined to be adequate
:_i for the remainder Of the Approach and Landing Test PrOgram. _

+++ Heater checkout procedures used prio_ to the first captive-active flight were ,
such that only an increase in vent _emperature was requi_ed for the heater to

_+_ pass checkout. Since this increase in temperature would have resulted from
_:: either heater group functioning, a failed heater could he.regone undetected.

? +. The test checkout procedure Will be changed to require measurement of current
provided by each redundant heater grOup for the Orbital ¥11ght Test vehicle. _

i:_.i' i Thls miCmmly is closed for the Approach and Landing Test Program. i

_,++' 6.2 ALERT MEgSAGE "HSI TRANS SW R" WAS DTSPLAYED TO THE-CREW

_:_+ During captive-actlve flight I, the horizOntal situation indicator _as being
_'+_ d_iven by TACAN infOrmation and the Pilot reposltloned _he transfer sWitch!'i i

" from "i" to "2" to See if there was any difference between TACAN systems data, aS observed on the indicator. The cathode ray tube then displayed the alert !

_, ' message, i !

_+ The compute_ reads t_e position only once per second and indicates a fault if o
anything other than a single switch position is read. The condition Only has J

'::+< to be observed once for the alert to be indicated cn the cathode ray tube.
:.... _ However, if only one sWitch position is lwllcated on the next read cycle, the
_/+ " hori_.ontal Situation indicato_ will continue to indicate valid data. The alert
_++++ message will remain On the cathode ray tube. The Conditions Observed in flight

_lil + . we_'e repeated in ground test.

4
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28 volts dc V
\

Figure6-1.- Waterboilersteamventheatercircuits.
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Ci T_e_e are fourteen, witches on the display and control panels that may causethe computer to read zero or more than one switch posit£o_ in any One asmp___
p_riod and thereby generate momentary nu4sance_aler£s. These are:

i CDE ADI ERROR HIGH-MEDIUM-LOW Switch 3, Panel F6
2 CDR ADi RATE HI_-M_IUN-LOW Switch 4, Panel ¥6
3 PLT ADI ERROR _--_-MEDiUM-LOW Switch 4, Panel F8
4 PLT ADI RATE _-_ZDiU_-LOW Switch 5, Panel ¥8

5 CDR AIR DATA SELECT _-Q_PTR- RIGHT Switch 5, Panel F6 i_
6 PLT AIR DATA SELECT LEFT-G_PTR--RIGH_- Switch 6, Panel F8
7 CDitRADAR ALTM 1_-2 Switch 7, Panel F6
8 PLT RADAR ALTM 1-2 Switch 7, Panel F8

--, 9 CDR HSZ SELECT _71_Y-TA_-APP_OACH Switch 3j Panel F6
I0 CDR HSI SELECT TACAN-CMPTR-MLS Switch 5, Panel F6
11 CDP_HSI SELECT _ SWitch 4, Panel F6
12 PLT HSI SELECT ENTRY_TAEH-APPROACH Switch 3j Panel F8

" 13 PLT HS_ SELECT TACAN--CMPTE-MLS Switch 5, Panel F8
14 PLT HSI SELECT 1-2-3 Switch 4, Panel F8

The underlined choice is picked by the computer _hen zero, two, or three switch
positions are indicated. During the next sample time, 0.96 secofldlater, when
One SwitC_ position is indicated, the ¢omput,_rswitches to the cr_n's choice.

The system performed as designed. There will be no corrective action for Ap-
proach and Landing Test flights. The crew's have been informed of potential .
nuisance alert messages which may be encountered on subsequent Approach and !e

tl; L ndingTestflights.
This anomaly is closed.

6.3 COMMANDER'S ATTITUDE D_RECTOR INDICATOR RCLL DISPLAY FAILED

After approximately 15:47 on capttve-&ctive flight 1, the roll attitude dis-
play on the Conunander's attitude director indicator remained static for the re-
mainder of the flight. _ i

!

The roll axis servo motor was found to have brinnelled bearings. Tests con-
duCted On another servo motor resulted in simil&r brinnelling on the motor bear-
ing racep When the motor was dropped. Based on these tests and the £act that
no other damage was observed in the attitude director indicator, the conclusion

• is that the bearings were damaged by inadvertent impact prior to installation !i

in the attitude directo_ indicator.

• The commander's attitude director indicator (serial no. 1) was repta_ed by a
spare (serial no. 5).

This anomaly is c16se_.

.I
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6.4 AUX_LL_¥ PO_R-_IT 1 FUEL PUMPBELLOWSSEAL YAILI_ i _

Durin_ captive-Active _tisht 1, the auxiliary power unit I bellOws Seal fa_ed _-
(fig. 6-2). The eXcessive hydrazine leakage gilled _.he 500 cc accumulator

. bottle and flowed through the overboard drain (f_g, 6-3). The flow path o_ !i
the hydrazine was along the outside Surface Of the Orbiter, into the a_t fuse- _.I

,+ lage comparCmea_, through the clearance around the access door, and through _
the aft fuselage vent (fig. 6-4). T_e flow path+ was evidenced by blistered
paint (fi_. 6-5), puddles on the compartment floor, discoIoration of Cables

- and wire trays, and by deposits on cables and trays.

The hydrazine in the aft fuseIage compartment affected 157 Wires with varying
degrees of Wiring insulation damage. . "

a. The polyimide top coat was discolored or removed during cleaning
_,_ (108 cases).

! •

b. l_pCOn covering was abraded (20 cases).

'/ i!
i c. KapCon was abraded and the Shield was exposed (8 cases).

d. Physical damage was caused during inspection and/or repair (47 cases).

Corrective action for the Wiring inSttlation damage _onsiSted of splicing ne_

_ Wire sections in place of damage_ sections (28 cases), cleaning and wrapping .
affected wire with _ape (74 cases), and only cleaning the W_re (55 cases).

The llfe expectancy of the auxiliary power unit fuel pump bellows seal h_s not
be_n predlctable, ahd a sudden increase tO an excessive leakage race is experi-
enced _hen bellows seal failure occurs. An alternate design using an elaSCo-
merit seal in place of the metal-fatigue-sensitiVe bellows desig_ was installed
on auxiliary power un_c 2 for all three captiVe-active flights, and on &uxili-
ary power units i and 3 for the Chlrd captlve-actlve flight (fig. 6-2). Ground
test experience indicates a more gradual increase in leakage rate aS the result
of alascomeric seal wear. In addi_ion, Seals were added Co previously unsealed
doors and panels in the area; and the aft fuselage vents have been protected +,
against hydraZlne flow entry by InverClng the _ent screen f_ame (fig. 6-6). _ '

\,
This anomaly is _losed. i

6.5 INERTIAL MEASOREMENT 0NIT i _t_D SOT GO TO OPERATE

During preflight checks for the first _aptive-active flight on June 17, 19_7, +_
inerClal measurement unit I would not go Co "operate." The first fllghc wa_ . '+
conducted the following day irish the failed unit and the unit was replaced for

_' _',

)+ the second flight, The replacement unit performed normally in flight.

ti
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Bench tearing of the failed unit isolated the problem to a fa.Llure in--the DC-L- _
internal power supply Of the £nertlei measurement unit. The unit _as opened _:J
and inspection revealed that the solder did not adhere properly co s power
supply transistor lead due to _nproper metallurgical bonding• The kovar tran-
sistor lead had a-gold Coatin$ that was insufficient to prote¢_ it frem oxida-
tiolt•

No change is required for Orbiter 101 until the inertial measurement units are
retrofitted foc orbital flight. For Orbiter 102 and subsequent vehicles,
tranSiStors in all inertial measurement u_'.ts are being replaced-_Lth transis-

_ tore that have good lead solder wetting.
i

This anomaly is open.

i 6.6 GENERAL _OSE COMPUTER3 FAILED

General purpose computer 3 failed durln8 _refllght checks for CaptiVe-actlve
flisht IA on June 17, 1977, at 14:.33:04. The centre/ prOCessing unlt a_d input-
output processor both stopped executing. No butl_-in test equipment error in-
dications were generated.

Each general purpose computer consists of two electronic packages; a central
processing unit and a_ input-OUtput processor (fig. 6-7). Computer memory is
split between the two packages, as shown in the figure. The centra_ process-
inS unit contains the main memory control clr_uits.

The central Rrocesslng unit and input-output processor operate essentially in- "I_
dependently. Each has access to the shared memory _urlns alternate 900-nano- _
second cycles. Durln8 hish input or output activity, the input-output proc-
essor can cake over exclusive control of memory and the central processing unit
clock loEic will become static (central proceeslng unit will stop and Walt un-
cll input-output use o£ the memory has been completed).

Two pOSslble causes of the failure have been identified:

First, the ce_trai processing unit clock oscillator or clock logic may h_ve
stopped or buns at a time when the central processiflSunit was accessing memory.
If this occurred, the central processing unit would not release the memory for
the next Input-output processor memory cycle and the i_put-output processor
would stop.

Second, the memory control circuits in the central processing unit may not have
responded to the input-output memory advance signal (sign&l that releases the
memory to the central processing unit) after an input-output processor memory
access cycle. In this case, the central processing unit clock logic would go
static and Wait for memory Recess and the inpUt-output processor would also
stop the next time it required m_ory access.

TrOubleshooCinS, including thermal cycling, has not caused the problem to recur•
The problem _annot be _urther isolated by analysis, so the actual cause cannot i:

_ be determined. |I

This anomaly is closed. J
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6; 7 LEFT-HANDouT_x%_ ELEVONPRIMARY_IL_EEBEh_L PRESSUREMEASUREMENTWAS _i

The left-hand Outboard primary differential P_essure measuremene (channel 3)
indicated close Co zero throughout the first captive-actiVe flight and until i_'l

about 26 u_tnutea into the second flight. At tha_ time, the indicated pressure !!
increased to a normal minus 700 ib/in z , and the secondary differential pressure i_t
measurements for the other three channels and the valve drive currents for all !

- four channels experienced transient changes, i:t i

The aerost_rfaCe actuator consists of four independent analog hydraulic aetna- i'_
tOtS operating in pa_allel_ Each actuator is controlled by an independent I]

electromechanical servo loop. The primary differential pressure measurement '!i
• in each loop is used as acceleration feedback. The oVerall actuator will be " it

underdamped if only one of the fou_ channels has acceleratio_ feedback, so the it
system can operate wir.h only two of the four primary differential p_e_su_e

measemeuts operable
The problem must be an intermitCen_ open circuit in the active loop (i.e., in '_
the transducer, the wiring between the transdacer and the aerosurface amplifier,
or in the feedback loop• portion of the aezosurf_ce amplifier) becasue the sec-
ondary differential pressures and valve drive currents responded when the meas-
urement indication-became normal.

The system is "fail safe" with the existing intermittent since two more of the _1
three remaining channels must fail before the actuator becomes underdmnped. :li

• Trou_leshootlng is planned should an additlonal redundant measurement f_il. :_.iI::

This anomaly iS open.

6.8 _OSE LANDING GEAR DOOR THRUSTER TRIGGERING PAWL DiD NOT FUNCTTO_

The nose landing gear door thrusteT actuator trigger was pulled by firing of
the backup pyrotechnic system. However, the pawl movement did not rotate the
arm that releases the bungee spring (figs. 6-8 and 6_9),

The door thruster i8 required to provide an initial push to overcome high aero-
dynamic pressure, hlgh sideslip angle, high seal sClcti6n, and higher dlfferen-
tial pressure. Several ground tests using a pnetenatic bottle all resulted in
normal Operation; however, ground tests using pyrotechnic devices and a pawl
retention spring of higher force resulted in failure to release the bungee
spring, repeating the inflight failure mode.

Operation Of the spring bungee is dot required for proper nbse landing gear op-
eration for the Approach and Landing Test Program. The system is being rede-
signed for Orbital Flight Test.

This anomaly is _losed for the Approach and Landing Test Program. |

/
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Figure6-9.- Forwardlandinggeardoorboosterbungee.
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,: _| 6.9AUX_L_aYPo_a_zT i sx_usT DUCTT_T_ _suas_ FAILED

i., ii " DurSng Operation of auxiliary power unit 1 on the third fi£sht_ the exhaust
if! duc_ temperature reading went off-scale high and tri88ered the ca_ion and wa_-

real _emperatur.e readings which indicated that the off-scale high.Nd_N._waS ............
pi_bahly the _esult o_ an ope_ ci_cuSt.

Postfl_bt examination confirmed e,hat the sensor lead had broke_ at the flex

i ")! stress Joint adjacent to the brazed Joint support clamps (fig. 6-10)_ Corrective action take_ for the remainder of the Approach anJ Landing TeSt i
_ _ flights Includes (I) the addition of fill insulation (flg. 6-10) to better p_o-

tect the copper lead from the hiS, h temperature o£ the boss and provide support

to dampen lead movement and minimize flex stress by the hold-dOwn, clamp and
: (2) provide readout of the redundant temperature measur'ement in the cabin for

• creW monitoring. A probe-type sensor in the boss ts beln_ considered for
i Orbital Flight Test.

_ This anomaly is closed for the Approach and Landing Test Program.

i
• _

' II
!i

Ii

' !i

i
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,? I
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; . ! ' 7.0 FLIGHT TEST ASSESSME_

_, _, 7.1 EIESTFLIGRT

!!... ObjectiVes of captlue--an_i_e flight iA were as follows:

a. Verify performance of selected Otblter subsystems, integrated subSys-

tems, and ground oper_ions in a reduced-s_eed/altitude environment, _
'_- especially with those operations affecting Orbiter control surface

- deflections. ,

b. Verify the Orbiter stability and performance in the mated configura-
tion wlch comblned operation of the primary flight control system in

the control Stick erecting and manual dlxect modes, the auxiliary

power units, hydraulics, and structure.

c. Obtain Orbiter vertical call buffet data during operation of-the---- _

speed brake and rudder. _l_-_

_ The above objectives were s_tisfactorily accomplished and an assessment of sub-

System data indicated that the next flight could proceed as planned, i

7.2 SECOI_D FLIGHT _-i

=_i-_/, ObjectiVes of captlve-active flight 1 were &S follows:

_l, _ " a. Verify separation conditions in preparation for free flight. _ i

b. Perform mated vehicle flutter clearance tests with active Orbiter con- _
'_ trol Surfaces •

_- c. Obtain Orbiter vertical tall buffet data during opera:'ion of the speed

'_". brake and rudder.

All flight objectives were satisfactorily accomplished. The data indicate that
for the approach and landing tests (1) the separation conditions planned for
free flight are satisfactory, (2) the mated configuration is flutter free fo_
the flight envelope, and (3) speed brake operation will produce no significant 4 '

buffet. _.,

7.3 THiED FLIGHT

Objectives of captive-actlve flight 3 were as follows: i i_
.

a. Verlf_ separation conditions in preparation for free flight. !!_

b. Demonstrate the operational separation profile and procedures, ii

c. Demonstrate Orbiter landing gear deployment in an air loads environ- i II '_

il merit. ' "

t:

ii
L,;

', _
t
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All' of the obJe_cives Were sacisfaccoriiy accomplished, l_.es_lCs indic_e chac .,
(I) che sepa,Tacion condiCions are saciefaccory and will be used durin8 che f=ee _J_

-- f l£shts,i (2) the operaCionai separacion profile and procedures were satisfac-
- torily demonstrated, and (3_ che iand£n8 sear deployment operation and de_

menCtime-were satisfactory.

o 7.4 _zc_ _s_ nqUzu_rs s_s

Flishc test requirements accomplished for the chree fIisbCs aye sumnarized in
" Cable_ i.

/.

J

_ 7-2
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TABLE L- FLIGHT TEST P_QUIREMENT SUMMARY ._
" , r . d

° i Requ menC Sat£sfiei , ii i i

; I _umber Title IA 1 3

" FTa", Primary 'e ,
_. _ nero is T II e i

I _, 08HV001e Flutcer/Acoust£cs/Vib rations
_,!. 225 and 270 KEAS flucte_ - Yes -

L; ACoust ic/.Vib_,ation Yes Yes -

i_ 08_VOOlf Ve_tical Ta/1 Buffet

i 180 KEAS Yes - -

-_ i:i 225 and 260 KEAS - Ye_ -

' 79HVOi3b- Small Signa.1 Verification
_ J FCS CSS/MD tests Yes - -

'_ _i A_toland Fiy Through - Yes -

il • :I___ _ 90HP001 Simula_.ed Separatio_ Flight
Ii! " Verification - Yes Yes
I.i DemOnstration - - Yes

90HV003 Aborted LaUnch Recovery - Yes -

=_!, 911N004 Reduced Speed Checks Yes - -

. Free Flight Profile Simulation - - Yes ::,

!_. Data Gathering FTR's

_: 08HVOOlg 747 Horizontal Tall Loads Ye_

i:_:_ | 4$HVO0i Fuel Cell _erformance Yes Yes -

_'i 38HV002 Window Conditionin 8 - Yes -

71HVO03 IMU Performance Yes Yes -

71HVO04a A_r Data Probe D_pIOy - - Yes ii

72HVO01 Computer Performance Yes Yes - _

90HVO05 UHF Voice Co_n Link Yes - -

61HV001 ALTARS Performance Yes Yes - :

63EVO01 ALT ATCS Performance Yes Yes - _| ,

73HVO01 Displays/Controls Yes - - !.

• ]_4HV002 MSBLS Performance - YeS -

74HV003 0perational TM DownlinR Yes - -

• 7_.HV00_ TACAN - Yes -
h

75HV001 Flight RecOrders Yes - - _

76HV001 Electrlcal Power Distribution Yes Yes - ii

91HV002 APU/Hydr&ulics/FiIght COntrol _es Yes - '!
!

91HV003 Mated tear Depiolqnent - - Yes , _i

Ok[GiNAL PAGE IS _ ,
OFPoor UALU

t tl

' .... ¢i
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8.0 COSCLUS OSS
It Ba_e_ on the results of the Captive-actiVe flisht tests, the free fiisht i
phase o_.the Approach-and L_S T_st Prosram may pgoceed as planned. _!

2, Orbiter hardware and softwage performance _ _atiefactOry for the-Approach
and L&nding Test requirements.

demonstrated that the operational profile and _t3. The Captive-actiVe £1ishts
separation condtt_ons compared favorably with wind tunnel test results and

analys_s and are satisfactory for free flisht, The fiiShts also demonstrated _ithat the s_pa_ation procedures are satisfactory. . t
4. guppogt operations, includ4n8 turnaround, mission control, and mission ' ,J
evalUation, are satis£actOi'y.

!



i' 1. Pixley_ P. T.p and S_ith, L. ¥.: C-Band TrajeCtory Determination fo_
Captive/Active _lishc 1A. JOhnson Space Center Report NO. _482 (7_286).

i July 18, i977,

:: " li 2. Smith, L. F.! C-Band TraJegtory Determination for Captive/AetiVe Flisht I.
Johnson Space Center Repert NO. FM82 (77-_30), AuguSt 23j 1977.

3. Smith, L. F.: C-Band Trajectory Determination for Captlve/Active FliSht 3
a_d Free Flisht I. J6hns_ Spae Cente_ Report No. FMS2 (77-35i). Sep-
tember 20, 1977.
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_PENDZX A - V_ICLE DESC_I_TION

Figure A-i shows the _onfigutation 6f the _ted Shuttle car_£_ uireraft and
i O_biter 101. Figure A-2 shdw_ the arrangement Of O_biter 101 for the Approach

and Landing Test Pro_rmn. The configuration is, _n man_ re_pects, tmiqu_ got
the Approach and Landing TeSt flights. These unique featureB are listed tn i!
table A-I_

i

A.i 0RBIT_ 101

: i A.I.i Structures

i " ! A. 1.1.1 Forward Fusela8e

' " tiI_ The forward fuselage is a S_imonocoque structure comprised of skin, stringers, : iIOnSerOnS, buikheads, and f_n_s. Zt consists of four major aSSe_lies" upper, i I

_il " lower, _heel well, and reaction control subsystem module. The upper assembly
" ' contains windshield panels, w_ndows, ejection hatches, star tracker access

,i pan,is, arid antenna support provisionS. The lower assembly contains the crew
!i Side hatch, an emergency ejection access door, hoisting and Jacking provisionS,

cre_ _odule support, and antenna support provisions. The wheel well structure
Supports all the mechanism for the nose landing gear. The reaction control

.... i subsystem module serves only aS an aerodynamic fairing and to maintain struc-
i _ :i rural _ontinuity.

A.I.I.2 Cr_w Module

i ii _ The crew module is a pressure-tlght vessel Supported within the forward fuse-
i i_ iage. The module is constr_cted of alumlntnnalloy plate with i_tegral stiff-
_ i eni_ stringers and Internal framing welded together. Equipment support is

_i provided for the environmental control and llfe support subsystem, avionics,
• ii displays and controls, crew acco_,nodations and emergency escape.

; Ii A.I.I.3 Mid F_selage

L....il
i_ i! The mid fuselage consists o_ primary structure between the forward and aft fuse-
i _ l lags and wlng carry-through str_cture. The forward and aft ends are open, with
i ii reinforced skin and ionge_ons interfacing _ith the bulkheads of the adjacent

_ _tructure. This section, _ich is constructed mostly of alumintm, provides
i !i support for equt_ent tie-db_l fittingsD payload bay door hinges, subsystem
_i_, t_, components and has mounting provisions for the wing glove. Frame trusses and

!! A.l.i._ Aft Fuselage
{i

i ',: ii The main eiement_ of the aft fuselage are the forward bulkhead with web front

o! i face_ internal thrus _ structure, outer shell and floor structure, base heat

_i!i!i,ii ,' shield, and secondary structure for systems support. It interfaces with the

!
!.,, wing. vertical gin. mld fusela_m body flap. orbltal maneuvering subsystem/ ,

i :,- i reaction control subsySte_ pods, and external tank. Support is provided for
_" i _, avionics, electrical, hydraulic, environmental control and auxiliary propulsion

iI I! subS_Ste, components.
N
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i: I̧ +̧ i .....i_iJ__+ _ ....=++_:=+_: : :__+:_::: +_= .....+ _....._' + __: .............. =i:_+-:_=_;+m•

' +_ A. 1.1.5 Payload Bay Doors !/

i The payload bay door £s 60 feet long with _ Surface area of over 1600 square
feet. It consist_ of two panels that open at the center li_e. The doors are

_+ latched at the center line, forward fuselsse, and aft fuselage. Th_ doo_

p_imary structure is of honeycomb panels an_ frame construction employing corn-
+ - posite materials. The door frames are made of multiple g_aphite/epoxy tape and

fabric layups. The face sheets consist of graphite/epoxy tapes and graphite/
epoxy fabric.

-b

'+ A.l. 1.6 Wings
!

+ The wing subsystem provides conventional aerodynamic llft and control. The for- il
._ I ward wing box aerodynamically blends the wing leading edge into the fuselage.

The main wing box structure transfers loads to the fuselage, provides for stow-

age of main landing gear, and reacts a portio_ of the main lar_ing gear loads.
i Elevons provide flight control and are hinged to the rear spar that extends the

_ full span of the win@.
i

A.1.1.7 Vertical Tail

The vertical tall provides aerodynamic stability during entry, cruise flight,

+:' and landing. Tt consists of a structural fin surface and the rudder/Speed brake
control surface together with actuation subsystems. The structural fin consists

i;;i Of stiffened skins with mechanically attached ribs and stringers whicL provides

a torque box for primary loads. The nodder/speed brake control surface is at-
i I tached through rotating hinge points. .,+
i' [ i

!: A.i.I. 8 Tall Cone
r

The tall cone structure is of conventional aluminum skln/stringer construction.

_/ The bOdy flap fairing and trailing edge closeout were constructed of fiberglass.__

A. 1.1.9 Body Flap

The body flap is basically of aluminum honeycomb construction. It is a t_o-

• spar cOnfiguratlon incorpo_atiflg four a_tuator ribs and eight aluminum honey-
comb stability ribs. Upper a_d lower honecomb panels Join a full-depth honey-

comb trailing edge assembly at the rear spa_. +,I

A.1.2 Thermal Protection

The thermal protection System is a passive s_stem that maintains acceptable

outer skin temperatures on the operational Orbiter. Since Orbiter I01 does not

experience entry environments during the Approach and Landing Test Program,

i the actual thermal protection system is not required. Simulated reusable sur-: face insulation is used in areas where maintenance of the outer mold llne is

required for aerodynamic reasons.

I
+:+ A-5
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A, 1.3 PassiVe Themal Control L _i
The thermal control _ystem consists of passive equipment, fibrous bulk insula-
tlon blankets, multilayer insuiaClon,blankets, and fasteners to maintain thermal
con_:rol of all compartments. The thermal control system is installed on Orbite_

' 10! Only where it is functionally required; however, the complete forwarat-
.... fuselage thermal conzrol is installed to m£n_ize changes in converting tO an
._ operational vehtcle. The thermal control system is designed to maintain the

c_ew compartment to acceptable thermal limits, to maintatn the hydraulic sub-
.+ - syste_ water boilers above the freezing point, and to maintain the auxiliary
' power Unit servicing panel above the freezing point of hydrazine. "+

A.I.4 pUrSe, Vent and Drain

" " Orbiter i01 is e_ulpped with a purge syst_ to malntaln the tlermal environments
_!!_:, of the forward reaction control Subsystem, mid fuselage, and aft fuselage tom-
ii partments at levels ConSistent With the equipment located within those compart- '+
i ments.
i+i_

i_mi+++ The Vent SyStem consists of 16 open holes through the Orbiter outer mold line.Durln8 ascent o_ descent, vent/repressurlzatlon air freely exits or enters
_I thrOugh the vent ports to maintain control of internal compartment pressure.

_I_ Each vent is fitted With a debris screen. One vent port also serves as a dis-

connect for the purge system and has been designed to accommodate the _rOund
+: support equipment onboard ducting interface.

" The drain system includes a passive system and an active system. The passive

I_tI_:III system Cons4sts of holes drilled in selected structUral elements to permit free ! " +_= water d_alnage. The active drain system consists of three elements each de- '_r
.... signed to remove water from inaccessible portions of the fuselage while the

-ii vehicle is On Jacks. _ :

/ Orblter I01 iS equipped with a window cavi.tyconditioning system to malnt&in +
+ the w_ndow cavities free of fog Or frost during ground and flight phases. The

system consists of six distinct subsystems. They service the left-hand inner _i
',_ window CaVities, rlght-hand inner window cavities, left-hand outer cavities, "

rlght-hand outer cavitieS, and side hatch inner and outer cavit.les. Each sub-
system has both a purge and vent circuit. '

A.I.5 Mechanlaa! ._

A. 1.5.1 Separae ion _r

_'+ The separation system provides the capability to release the Orbiter from the _!

°+_ car.tint airc_aft. This is accomplished by pyrotechnic frangible bolts at three )
+I. Str.ctural attachments, one forward and two aft. Load sensors a_ each Of the

°_..+ structural attachment Interf&ces provide measurement of the loads between the i
_ Orbiter and carrier. Separation of electrlcal umbili_als is accomplished by i

:o{_ pUll-apart connectors _ubsequent to structural attachment separation using tel- :
+_' atlVe separation motion+ Details of the mech&nical se_aratlon interface are = '
°_/_ shown in figure A-3. The electrical Interface is schematically shown in fig- _,
_... ure A-4.

: A-6 i
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I"

The landing and deceleration system employs a fully _etractable _cycl$ land/As i
gear designed to provide safe landing ac speeds up to 221 knots. Dual wheels i!

i and tires are used. The shock s_ruts are of conventional aircraft design, i!
Braking is accomplished using brakes with anttsktd protection. _i

" A.1.5.3 Surfgce Control !!

_ Aerodynamic control surface movement is acCOmpliShed by hydraulically powered
actuators that position the elevon_ and by hydraulically powered drive units !I I
that position the body flap and combination rudder/speed brake through geared !1
rotary actuators. Three redundant systems supply the necessary hydraulic power.

• i A. 1.5.4 Payload Bay Door latching il

41

The payload hay doors are manually latched closed for the Approach and Landing i!q

Test Program• In this configuration, the payload bay doors act as part of the
Orbiter structure.

A. 1.5.5 Yaw and Brake Control

The Commander and Pilot are each provided with a set Of control pedals. The
pedal sets are interconnected to operate in unison with rudder inputs, but op-
erate independently fo_ brake control. FOot pressure applied to the left pedal
will result in left rudder control inputs. Foot pressure applied to the right

i pedal will result in right _udcter control ifiputs. Toe pressure applied tO ! *

Ii:_' I either pedal causes the pedal to rotate about the pedal shaft and initiates
braking action. Both the rudder and brake _ystems incorporate an artificial
feel system to manege crew input forces. Both systemS, through mechanical llnk-
ages, transfer the crew-inltlated displacements to position transducers which,

in turn, convert these displacements to electrlcal signals chat are relayed co ,.iflight control avionics.

_,' A.I.5.6 Actuation Mechanisms i

Actuation mechanisms are included on 0_blter 101 fo_ the ingress/egress hatch, ::

ejection access door and air data probes, i_ 'i

The ingress/egres_ hatch p_ovtdes a_ce_s to the interior of the _re_ module. _., ]
. The hatch is hinged to open outward and is attenuated to prevent damage to the "

_li' vehicle when the hatch 1_ allowed tO free fall on Opening. The hatch is held
in the clOsed/sealed position by a serie._of OVercenter latches....2he latches

are driven by a hatch latch actuator. !i

The ejection access door is a manually operated external door that may be opened i
by ground personnel during an emergency to gain access to the ejection panel ;_i

Jettison handle. _i '1

!

1

• t
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Air data probes and actuators are located one on either side of the Orbiter -i
foz_aard fuselage. The probe senses local pressures and total t_nperature, _J
For the ApprOach an_ Landing Test Proeram, the probes are held in the deployed

, position,

The a£# data nose boom is _ounted o_ a mast that extends forward from the Or_
b_er nose. The boom consists of a Pitot-static tube, total temperature sen-
sot, and pivoted vanes for sensing angle of attack and sideslip. This boom
serves as a backup to the air dat_ _.r_ob.e_sen..d _0. cali.b_a._e t h.e orbite.r produc-

_ tion-a£r data syste_

A. 1.6 Hylraulic Power
0

The hydraulic system provides hydraulic powe_ to the main and nose landing gear,

" brakes, nose wheel Steering, rudder/speed brake, body flap actuators, and ale-yon a_tuators. Hydraulic power is provided by three independent systems that

are e_ch powered by hydrauliG pumps driven by separate auxiliary power.-unit_ !i'
A.1.7 PyroteChnics

Pyrote_hni_ devices are provided for the follOWing functions.

a. Emergency ejection (seats and overhead panels)

b. Backup release of nose landing gea_ and nose landing gea_ door opening

c. Orbiter_arria_ aircraft sep_aration i !

d. Fi_e extinguisher activation

A. 1.8 Powe_..__Er_..... i ii
A. 1.8. l Auxiliary Power Units ! i_

The auxiliary power unit subsystem consists of three independent Systems that
• provide mechanical shaft power tO hydraulic pmaps (one pump per auxiliary power

unit). The pumps transmit hydraulic power to aerod_Jamic su#fa_es (elevons,
rudder/speed brakes t body flap), landing gears brakes and steering controls.

A. 1.8.2 Electri_al Power Generation ,,

Three fuel cells provide DC powe_ to the electrical powe_ distribution and con-
trol subsystem, i

A.I.8.3 High ITessure Gas StOrage

ti
i} The high-pressure g_s Storage subsystem provides hydrogen and oxygen reactantstO the fuel cells for generation of vehlcle electrical power. The reactants

li are stored as high pressure gases at ambient temperatures. The system is used
3_ Orbiter 101. It will be _eplaced with a cryogenic reactant storageonly on

System having Significantl_ greater capacity for space £1ight missions.
Ii

i! i '_
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i7 A.I.9 Propulsion
'_ Ii

! ",, ," A.I.9.1 Main Propulsion Subsystem
i

_: The main propulsion subsystem was noC installed for the Approach and Landing

} Taut Progra_ Dmmy main engines s_aulating the mass and envelope of the ac-
i! tgal engines were installed for the captiVe-active an_ tree £1i8 ca.

t A.1.9.2 Orbital Maneuvering Subsystem/Aft _teaction Control Subsystem

" i NO subsystem ha, dware, actual or simulated_ uas installed.A.1.9.3 Forward Reaction Control Subsystem
Ii .

• Ii No subsystem hardware, actual or simulated, was installed,.

- . A. 1.10 Avionics

A. 1.10.1 Guidance, Navigation and Control

The guidance, navigation and control subsystem includes the equipment required
for automatic and manual control capability, provision of guidance commands
that drive Control loops and provide displays to the crew, and inertial naviga-
tion updated by RF' navigation aids for approach and landing.

i_" A.I.10.2 Coznn_nicgtlonsand TraCklng

ii!"_" ( ) The communication subsystem consists of the RF processlng and distribution
_, ,, equipment necessary for reception, transmissi_, and distribution o_ Orbiter

and ground-orlglnated voice| transmission of PCM data; and carrier alrcra_t
i_! relay of PCM data. The subsystem also includes TACAN _aVlgational aids, radar

altimeter, and microwave scan beam landing system. Off-the shelf aircraft-
ii: type UHF transmitter/recelvers and aircraft-type i_te_com stations and controls
_ Were used. An S-band FM transmitter was used for data transmission.

-._ A.1.I0.3 Displays and Controls _"I

The displays and controls subsystem consists of those equipments a_d devices
_;° required by the crew to supervise, _onitor, and control the various Orbiter
i ,. operational subsystems.

" A. 1.10.4 InStrumentation

The instru_entation subsystem is made up o_ operational instrumentation and
• development flight instrumentation. The development _light instrumentation is

used for development flights only and will be re_ved after the development

i. phase of the program.

iii l The Orbiter 101 tape recorders are desigd_d to _tore and reproduce digitai a_d

analog flight data both _ingUlarly and in combination as programmed _rior tO
flight. A maintenance recorder re_ordS digital data, A wtdebarid re_order re- _ _

= cords the outputs of 12 frequency division multiplexers. _:

A-il
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Ii li A.l.10+S Data _rocess_nS +.' +

The data p+ocessinB +ystem p:ov£d+s onbo+md data p_ocessi,+, data transfer.
d_a entry__a_d data display assrJciated With Operations Of the Orbiter avion_cs, ii

!i'
+ A.I.10.6 Electrical Power Distribution and Control t

The electrical power distribution and control subsystem distributes DC vehicle ii
pOwer and generates AC power f _ use of the va_io...s subsystems throuahDut all
og the Shuttle missions and mission phases. Also included as part of the sub- 1 J
system are the events control and pyrotechnic sequencing functions, lit

A.I.10.? Flisht Software i!

" i
+ _Iil _ The O_biter lOl software subsystem provides data pro_essln8 capabilities for

,+: su_dance, navisation, and control; communication and tracking; displays and :/_
controls| system performance monitoring; subsystem sequencina; and Selected _:+,

around functions, ii
_L

A.I.II EnVlrbnmental Control and Life Support :+

The environmental control and life support System includes the atmospheric re- .+
vitalization subsystem, life support functions, and the active thermal control :!
system. '";_

_ A,i.Ii.1 Atmospheric _evitali_atlon

The following functions were provided for the ApprOach and Landing TeSt Program: , }
passive _abln pressure control, emerge_-,_ysmoke removal, humidity and tempera-

+ ture control, a_d avionics e_uipment tem_eratur_ control. The atmospheric re-
vitalization system is operated continuously dOrtng all phases of a flight.

!.

A+1.11.2 Life Support ,

The llfe sukport f_nctions Incl_de w_ter storage and fire detection and suppres-
sion. The wateE condensate resulting from humidity control collected from the
cabin heat exchanger and the water produced from the fuel cell reaction is col-
lected and stored. The fire detection and suppression subsystem detects smoke
in the avionic bays and the crew comp_rtment. Portable fire extlng_ishers are
provided for the crew compartment• Fixed fire extingulshers for each avionics
bay are a_-tua_edfrom the flight deck.

A.1.11.3 Active Thermal Control

The active thermal control provides fo_ the rejection of vehicle waste heat and
active thermal control of selected equipment. This _ystem co_:slstso_ fluid
transport loops, heat exchansers, an.._nla boiler system, and coldplate net-
works in the aft _uselage, mid body and on the development flight instrumenta-

tion pallet. |

+ " A-12
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_ The crew escape system provides me_sency escape oapabtltcy for the flight crew i!
under statinunry conditions on the sro_nd, or in fllght. The System includes:
t_o ejection 6eats_ ejection panels above each 6_at, ejectiOn guide r_tls and
support structure_ and a redundant energy transfer system consisting og pyrO-
technic deVices.

A. 1.13 Crew Equipment

The crew equipment consists of items such as ClOthing, survival kits, cameras,
voice recorders, and flight data file. The following equipment was provided
_or the Approach and Landing Test Program,

A. 1.13.1 Crew Support Equipment

The crew soppOrt equipment for each crewman consists, of Clothing, helmet,
shroud line cutter, integrated harness, water container, urine container, and
spur assemblies for foot retention in case of emergency ejection. The inte-
grated harness interfaces With the ejection seat ahd also inca#faceS with the
descent device for emergency escape from a stationary Orbiter.

A.1.i3.2 Ejection Seat and Parachute Surviv&l Kits

li The survival kits contain items that would be used for crew survival in water
!i _r on land in the event t_at emergency ejection from the Orbiter was necessary. .i

l A. 1.13.3 Carry-On Oxygen Syste_

I The carry-on oxygen system provides breathing capability to the crew throughthe entire profile of the ApproaCh and Landing Test P_ogram. This includes
cabin alr for br_athlng under sea-level conditions, supplemental oxygen during

_ flight, and 100-percent oxygen for a contaminated cabin atmosphere, or during

II ejection. A communlca_.ionmicrophone Is also provided with the oxygen mask.

A.1.13.4 Slxteen-Millimeter Camera S_stems

Ehe following _amera systems are provided.

a. Three cameras are located in the cabin: camera 1 records the panel
_ F5 clock and panel F6 £nstruments, camera 2 records the Commander's

" a_tivfty, and camera 3 views the approach and landing f_om the for-
_-: ward right-hand Window.

Ii _ b. Two cameras are located I_ one of the maifllanding gear wheel wells:
li_, camera 1 views th_ door release mechanism and camera 2 views the

1 landing gear wheel.

i c. Two cameras are located in the nose landing gear wheel w_il: camera |
, i 1 views the door release mechanism and camera 2 views the landing _•

_.':_ gear wheel.

i: A-13
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d. A c_nterline track camera lO_ated on the u, de_etde of the a_t fuselage
! view8 deployment og the note landing gear, left main la_dl_g gear p and _

motion Of the landLng 8ear during r_)llout.

e. Orbiter/carrier aircraft Separation cameraa are located on the _op of
the carrier aircraft: camera 1 vi-.we the two a_t attach pgtnts
and camera 2 views the forward attach point.

A. 1.13. $ Crew Intercom Recorder
I

Two recorders are provided on the mid deck to record crew voice tranemisstons.

. A. 1.13.6 Crew Ancillary _quipment

This equipment includes such items as Sunglasses, chroflographs, and writing
materials.

i- A.1.13.7 Flight Data File

! The flight data file co,stets of onboard documentation and related crew aids•
It includes checklists, schematics, c|mrts, and cue cards.

A.I.13.8 Cre_ Removal Radio Systen

__:. This system consists of two VHF/FM handheld radios which ._reused for communi-
.... cations between the ground crew and Orbiter crew during post-landlng ope_atlons
i after vehicle power-down.

!

A.I•13•9 Protective Breathing System

'_- This system consists of two portable breathing syst_s which provided compres-
• sad air through b_eath_._gmasks to allow egress on the ground in a hazardous

_ atmosphere

! A.2 SHUTTLE CARRIER AIRCRAFT

The Shuttle carrier aircraft, designated NASA 905, is a Boeing 747 that has IL
been modified to serve as a transporter vehicle for the Orbiter. Permanent
modifications were made to the basic structure and subsystems that remain with _
the aircraft. Other modifications are removable as kit hardware.

Government-furnished equipment installed in the carrier aircraft consists uf ]

a crew bailout system, L-band teie_etry equlpf_ent,a C-band system, a UI_ tran- _I
sceiver_ and two separation cameras. The crew bailout system consists of (i)
an escape tunnel from the flight deck to the cargo bay, (2) a pyroteclmlc sys-
tem for bursting windows tO provlde depressurlzation through the passenger

i_. compartment and for cutting an egress port in the fuselage structure, and (3)
an aerodynamic spoiler that extends through the egress port. ,!
Permanent and removable _odificatlon_ are shown in figures A-5 and A-6, respec- • _i

.. tlvely.
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Airplane_yotem_rbvl_lorl_ Hi)rlt.Ofltal_t.billz_-

t Bedybulkheadoadded • Skid(]ageIncreaQed
• Adjacentframesmodified • Tip ribs r_Ised

, : • Skindoublers • TII_fib attachfittings
added

i

. ,- Static discharger,,
:,. added

_" Internals_ucture
:'. q,
,,,:. strengthened

°' Skin doublers

i " _. added

r

.

f

I • Externalsupportfittingsadded
[ '

; o_ • Englrleupgradedto JTgD-7AH
: "i ::', • l_nvlronmentalcontrolmodiflcatiortsmade )e slide installedi • Circuit.breakersandswitchesadded

!::'- I • Sid(_slll_serlsorsandiridicatotadded Handrailsinstalled "_' ' _ _ • ILIHF/VHFsystemsadded/revised
°"': " • BailoutSystemadded(seebelow)

=i-).' • Pitchtrimeah_lechaflged

_iI' • Anticolllsiorilightadded J, • RudderIsolationprovisionsadded "
t,
:_,, • Operational placards added

_' '_ Floorbeammodified

i_ i on flightdeck

_i:_ : InitiatioO
'i::" _ assembly

,li _i

i _: " --- r ij, r,r,,-,?_ij,)
i: .._ Windowburster

--" assemblyinstalled

pe hatch
Floor beammodified _poller/thruster cutter Installed

[i: ' ! onpassengerdeck installed |,

I Figure A-5.- Carrier aircraft permanentmodifications.
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! 'l
t

,tabillzertip fins
' ahd _i

l i
Aft supportstruts I

i:I
- Load i ! i

measurement Orbiter/carrier
i

cOmmuniCatiOr_
andseparation ii

" °"  i,i

_-- Carrier-i,,Itiatedseparationcontrol ' i

\--vanelFoP.qard(P9panel) Rudderisolationshutoffvalves iI,:
\ Support G-bandantenna/transponder i:_

:i

cameras !
,,_, " _ i'

, .. !f_
!

!
,i
,I

Loadmeasurement ;!
S-bandautennaS systemsignal _:::;

condifLioners :i

L-bandantennas i

i Alrbor i
theodolite_

•-- Mainelectricalequipmentbay i
I Maximuraoperating S-bandtransceiver _ !
_ speedandPtach Communicatibns_;n_erfa(_eunit _,!
t! nu.,L,c;"olacard_ Overrotationcomputermodification

!i ": |

i FigUre A-6 .- Carrier aircrah i'emovabiemodlficai:iorts. _,,,,
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_I_o TABLE A-I.- oRBITER i01 UNIQUE FEATURES ,
_ FOR THE APPROACH AND LANDING TEST PROGRAM

Subsys t_n/Componen_ Des crip tionm

STRUCTURES

Forward Fuselage The right upper observation window was replaced by a _::;m _iI
air ventilation scoop, i

The aft viewing a_d left overhead windows were replaced
by aluminum plates.

• A boilerplate forward reaction control Subsystem module

was installed - ballast support provisions were included.

- An air data mast was installed.

A fiberglass nose cap was installed in place of a carbon- _!
carbon nose cap.

Aft Fuselage A boilerplate base heat Shield was installed.

Boilerplate T-0 umbilical panels/closeout doors and ex- i
ternal tank umbilical door were installed, i

i
Simulated orbital maneuvering subsystem/aft reaction con-
trol Subsystem pod_ Were installed. _ •

i I !

Wings Fiberglass leading edge structure was substituted for

carbon-carbon except for two panels on the right wing. _i

Aerosurface i_terfaCe seals do not have thermal protec-
:_ tion provisions. :i

Vertical Ta:!l Aerosurface interface seals do not have thermal protec-
t:Lon provisions.

Tail Cone A tail cone was installed for captive-lnert and captive-
active flights. The tail cone Will also be used for ini- J

=_a] free flights and for ferry £iights £ollowing the _ _I

Approach and Landing Test Program. !

Body Flap A special aerodynamic seal _as used which does not have :i
thermal protection provls!ons.

' THERMAL PROTECTIO_ i
1

"-- Simulated reusable surface %nsulation (polyurethane foam) I

; was generally substlt_ted for the operational thermal

protectlo_ subsystem. Materials to be used for orbital |flight Were installed in selected areas for instaliatlon •

e_erience and evaluation. FuSed silica was installed on

areas of the vertical tail and aft body to protect against

I local heating froL_ the auxiliary power unit exhaust plumes

A-iT
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T LE lol vS QuE [

_OR THE APPROACH AND LANDING TEST PROGRAM - Continued 4_ '_i_

I Subsystem/Component_ Description _":

i. PASSIVE THERMAL CONTROL i

i ........... i

Fibrous bulk insulatlon and multliayer insulation were 'i
installed only _here functionally required with the ex- i

. ception of the forward fuselage where the installation
was complete to minimize later changes, 'i

PURGE, V_NT AND DRAIN

The purge, vent and drain subsystem was specially conflg-
ured for Approach and Landing Test requirements.

_.CHANICAL
i

An Orbiter/carrler aircraft Separation subsystem was in_ i
stalled instead of the Orblter/_xternal tank sepat'atlon,+

subsystern, _!

. Rigld arms were installed in _lace of thrust vector con-
trol actuators.

Manually actuated mechanisms were installed for latching ,|.i|the payload bay doors.

!_ Air data probes Were _ixed in the deployed position.

le foilowing were not installed:

Payload retention and deployment subsystem

Payload bay access hatch

DockinE module and hatches _

• Airlock hatch _i
i:

Space radiator hlnge_, and radiator latch and drive ii
mechanism

Star tracker and active vent doer opez .tlngmechanisms

' T-0 umbillcal paneis/closeout doors

_, External tank closeout door
. i,, i i

• I1 ! The subsystem Was not installed. '

'' A-18
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,, TABLE A-I•- ORBITER I01 _IQUE _EAT_ES

_ _/ FOR THE APPROACH AND LA_DING TEST PROGRAM - Continued '

i

_: SubsyS tem/Component Descrlpt ion

SYDRA_ICS

The electric motor-driven on-orbit circulation pumps were

- replaced by pump simulators. I

A wick-type water boiler was used instead o£ a spray-type
water boiler.

• " Backup hydraulic £1uid reservoirs were installed.

Main engine gimbal/control and warmant flow units ware

. not installed, iii
PYROTECHNICS i

Pyrotechnic devices were provided for:

Orbiter/carrler aircraft separation 'i
v _

Pyrotechnic devices were not provided for: :,
;i

Remote manipulator system emergency Jettison

RendeZvous radar antenna emergency Jettison -_,I

( Ku-band antenna JettiSon I

Docking tunnel jettison

Space radiator emergency Jettison

Orbltal/external tank separation and umbilical dis-
connect

POWER

Auxiliary power The £_el quantity gaging system is unique for the Ap-

Unit_..___S prOach and Landing Test Program. !

ElectriCal Power Fuel cell power plant per£ormance characteristics are

• - Generatlon unique•

The operatlonal cryogenlc reactant storage system was re-

placed by a high pressure ga_ s_orage system £or the
• Approach _nd Landing Test PrOgram. Special tanks were

provi_ed for Storage of fuel-cell-generated water• _!i !

Main Engines The main engines ware _ot instailed. Dummy main engines ii ;

si_Ulatin_ t_e mass and _nvelope of the actual engines !i

were In.talled. _,_I,I

i

A-i9 '}
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TABLE A-I.- oRBITER 101 UNIQUE FEATURES _ ]

FOR THE APPROACH AND L_4DING TEST PROGRAM - Continued [ r i',

SubSystem/Component Description _ ii

PROPULSION (COncluded) _ 't

z i "'i
Otbltal Maneuv- The orbital maneuvering subsystem, £orward reaction con- ,
__ I
erln_ and Reac- trol subsystem and aft reaction control subsystem were _ i !
tlon Control not installed, i '

AVIONICS iii
" i

" Guldance_ The rate gyro assembly contains three rate gyros instead i
i _ Navlsatlon and o£ four. _! _!
_- Control " ,_

The navigation base was built to support inertial meas- :

i urements units only. There is no star tracker boom. !

i_ The inertial measurement unit installation is unique for _i
'. the Approach and Landing Test Program. _i

_ There are three accelerometer assemblies instead of £our.
ii

A nose boom probe assembly and a dedicated air data com-

puter were provided for calibration of the operational
:J sys tern.

A backup £1ight control subsystem wa_ provided. The sub- _ i
°_ system is ftmctlonally independent, single-_trlng, and

pilot-comr_nded. _: uses both dedicated hardware and _

_ hardware shared with the primary flight control system.

i General purpose computer no. 5 is dedicated to backup
_ flight control subsystem use.

i__ The following were not installed: _,

i_ Star trackers _!

_ Crew optical alignment sight _

_,. Mission specialist station rotation hand controller _'

i Translation hand controller

i. Ascent thrust vector control drivers and actuato_

: _ Orbital maneuvering subsystem drivers and thrust vector
_:_ _ control actuators

Reaction Jet drivers

Aft reaction control subsystem valves ,

Forward reaction control subsystem valves !

_, _:i; A-20
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I °_ TABLE A-i.- ORBITER I01 FEATURES
UNIQUE

_ FOR THE APPROACH AND LANDING TEST mOGRAM - Continued

}. i_! Subsyst_/C°_P°nentl Deserlptlon

_ AVIONICS (Continued) i

C.ommunlcatiOns and The communications and tracking Subsystem installation

TracklnR was _nlque for the Approach awl Landing Test Program.

i A C_band transponder was provided for precision trackin_.
li The _ollowlng capabi_Itles were not provided for the Ap- i
, proach and Landing Test _llghts.

i ! •

I " Uplink co_snds
!

. " _ Orbital navigation

!i " Rendezvous radar ......

Television

i_ Displays and The configuration of the _ollowing is unique got the
Controls Approach and Landing Test Program.

Forward flight control station panel
I i,

_ Overhead panels

l_i Angle of attack/Math indicator

II I _ Altitude/Vertical velocity indicator -

_: An_unci&tors

EVent indicator

°?i_ili' "!:i" ToggleswitcSesI! Thumbwheel switches i_

Variable transformer

_" iI Interior lights

Iii Ca_tion and wa1"nlng system !i

!i The following displays and controls were not installed, ii

_i Aft £1ight deck panels i

Mid decR panels :
i!
_ AirlOck panels

_! Range range rate indicator
.... !

_! PrOpellant quantity indicator
' _! Timers

'°i

I_ !:' Three-phase circuit breakers | 'i
Traflslatlon controller _I

_:, Exterior lights

A-21 1
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TABLE A-I.- OR_iTEK 101 _lqUE FEATURES _ '_
FOR THE APPROACH AND LANDING TEST PROGRAM. - Continued ' .

i

Subsy_ re'/CompOnent I Descrlpt iorf ,_ ;

AVIONICS (Concluded)

InstrumentatiOn The operational instrumentation and development £11ght i

instrumentation were integrated for the Approach and • _-_
Landing TeSt Program, whereas the two subsystems will be

separate for Orbital Flight TestS. Additional differ- ]
ences for Orbital Fllght Tests are as follows.

Operatlo_al Instrumentation :

A payload data interleaver is to be added.

New types of sensors wili be used.

Functlonal usage o£ pulse code modulatlon. (PCM) and

master timing units will-be increased.

Subsystem interfaces vrlll be increased..

Capability will be provided for infllght playback of
recorders.

The number og measurements will be increased.

DeVelopment flight instrumentation: | i

The Orbital Fllght T_st conflguratiofl will contain a

separate PCM maste_: unit and PCM recorder, an addi-

tlo,ml wideband recorder for ascent data, and addl-
tiorml me,_surements.

Data ProceSSin 8 The engine interface unit was not installed.

Electrical Power _.heDC and AC distribution _ySte_s were unique. Changes

_istributlon and _or Orbital Flight Test will include additional utility

C_nt.rol outlets, added payload power provlslon_, and additlonal
distribution and control assemblies. Inverter on-off

controls have been redesigned for Orbltal Flight Test
!! use.
i

_ Events control equipment conglguratlons unique for the ]
i'. Approach and Landing Test Program includes the maste_ !

i events controller, component drivers, and relays. The il
i_, _ange safety System was not iflstalled.

']
!'!

;; Fli_ht SoftWare The flight software was designed to me_t the specific

_: ' requirements o_ the A_proach and Landing Test Program.

i.... i ! I
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ii,: ' TABLe.A-I.- ORBT i01 tIQUE   TUREB
,i _ FOR THE A_PROACH_D I_,TNG _sT PROGRAM- Continued

: i!

I t ' _]
i! 5ubsys tem/CompOnen_ DesCr £pt ion

i, i E_IR0_AL CO_fROL Jd_D LIFE SUPPORT
_ii

i! Atmospheric The atmospheric revit.al'tzation Subsystem design is
!! Revitalization unique _or the Appro_ch and Landing Test Program. A

" F!
I;

li ram air Vent system v_s installed for emergency Smoke iremoval.
t_
I!

ii Numerous irons necessary for orbital flight were not in-
. I! stalled, including: i,

i ti

i_i Ii Two-gas (oxygen and nitrogen) system for cabin gas '_

! ' _ I! makeup, r,

Lithiu_ hydroxide car_rldges for the _arbon dioxide ab- _
sOrber aSsembly.

Wate_ chiller. "

: Liquid cooled garment heat exchanger and accumulator. '

,_ P_essure control valves and regulators.

!_:, L,ife Support The water management subsystem was not included except
i-i.... _ for two Apollo-type w&Ste water tanks to store _ater gen- _.

i-_i i.o erated by the fuel cells and an Apollo-type glycol res-
!_:.... ervoir to collect water condensed in the cabin heat ex-

_ changer

,,, The waste management SubSystem was not installed.

_, _ Active Thermal Elements o£ the subsystem which are unique for the Ap-
= ,_ proach and Landing Test Program include the ammonia

_, boile_ and ammonia _tora_e _aciiities.

The followin_ items were not installed:

I- Redundant freo. pump (only i in each coolant loop)

_" _ Payload heat exchanger

!i', Hydraulics heat exchange_

i__" Propor tioning valve

i_ , Baseline ammonia storage tanks _

Flash _vapOrator System i

• _ Sl_ace radiator panels

i°_i i Airlock Support The Subsystem was not installed. :, !
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TASLEA-L- 101
_,. POR THE APPROACH AND LANDING TEST PROGRAM - Concluded ,

:! Subsystem/COmpOnent I Description

_EW EQUiPM_

i The followlng items are unique for the _proach and"

Landing Test flights.

Hand-held radios

Crew intercom recorders

. Carry-on oxygen system

Protective breathing systems

Camera systems

Descent devices for emergency egress

Biomedical monitoring system
i

Urine and water bottles ii

Equipment not provided for the Approach and Landing Test _i

include_ : i

Life Support Assemblies: i

Personal
oxygen system

Personal rescue enclosure

Extravehicular mobility unit

Manned maneuvering unit

Trace gas analyzer

Anti-G Suit

Bioinstrumentatlon system

! Cameras, film and accessories (35-mmhand cop> photog-
raphy)

i Radiation monitors

Food management system

Shuttle Orbiter medical system

|
p I /"
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TABLE C-I.-. ORBITER I01 WEIGHT SUMMARY [,

I

i_ Weight, lb
i_ Description

CA-IA CA-.1 CA-3

,= Orbiter basic 107 567 107 567 103 567

Personnel provisions i 266 1 266 1 266 ,
Flight test provisions 18 757 18 757 !8 757

Total Orbiter inert 127 590 127 590 127 590 I

• Personnel and equipment 564 564 564
Ballast 14 650 14 650 14 650 J

Tail cone 5 927 5 927 5 927 !!

Total Orbiter less consumables 148 731 148 73i 148 731

Non-propulslve consumables 2 355 2 356 2 296

Total Orbiter at takeoff 151 086 151 087 1510_7

Consumed - takeoff to landing -1 050 -935 ..iP_

Total Orbiter at landing 150 036 150 152 150 231

TABLE C-II.- ORBITER i01 CENTER OF GRAVITY AT TAKEOFF

Axis CA-IA CA-I CA-3
,,, ,,,.= ,,

Xo, percent of reference 63.9 63.9 63.9
body length

Xo, inches 1062.2 1062.2 1062.2

Yo' inches 0.0 0.0 0.0

Zo, inches 372.4 372.4 372.4

o

!

i'

•: i C-2
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_ TABLE C-III .- CARRIER AIRCRAFT WEIGHT SUMMARY ,'

Welght, lb i

Descriptiou

CA-IA CA-1 CA-3 i

Carrier aircraft inert 34E 533 342 533 342 533
. fuel loaded 88 250 68 470 67 300

Carrier aircraft loaded 430 783 411 003 409 833
Fuel consumed to takeoff -5 873 -4 200 -4 195

• Carrier aircraft at takeoff 424 910 406 803 405 638

F_el consumed to landing --33 900 -42 700 -41 200

" Carrier aircraft at landing 391 010 364 103 364 438

i "

t _

1.
C-3
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_ TABLE C-V.- ORBITER 101 BALLAST

Welght, Ib 1
Location a I

CA-IA CA-1 CA-3 1

Nose wheel well 1 159 1 139 1 159 i

- FOrward reaction control 2 682 2 682 2 682 i

subsystem module _!

Payload bay ballast pallet, 7 060 7 060 7 060 Ii

• forward (X° = 951) i

l" - Payload bay .ballast pallet, 3 354 3 354-- 3 354

aft(x = 1187) _i
Payload bay, development 395 395 395

flight instrumentat/on !

'!

i
Total ballast 14 650 iA-650 14 650 !

aAll captlve-actlve flights.

!

! •

i

; C-5
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